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Abstract
Children start to use the Internet ever-earlier, which is problematic as it has not been established
that young children have the capacity to engage online safely. In this thesis I concentrate on how
Finnish children aged 10-12 approach and enact online safety, how their online safety is mediated
at home and in schools, and how this mediation could be supported. I use mostly qualitative data
collection and analysis methods. I use Nexus analysis as my theoretical lens, as it suits research
where focus is on complex social action.
Children who participated in my research reported being skilled in online safety. They have
confidence in their skills; as do parents and teachers, to a lesser extent. Children also mediate
online safety within their own groups. At home, children’s Internet use is monitored and restricted,
but parents favour active mediation such as talking and offering help. Technical parental controls
are unpopular. To some extent, children and parents disagree on how much parental mediation is
provided. In schools, restriction and monitoring are employed, e.g., concerning smartphones, but
focus is on active mediation. Teachers believe the message is best received when tied to children’s
experiences. Children say they like learning while doing, and hope for a positive tone and concrete
advice from online safety education. Schools connect different actors in a dialogue concerning
children’s online safety, but division of responsibilities seems blurry. Teachers feel alone in
deciding how online safety is taught and wish for support.
My results provide implications regarding how we design mediational means for ensuring
children’s online safety. When mediating online safety, adults are balancing between necessary
control, loving trust, and involvement. While some control is called for, I encourage adults to
become involved in children’s online lives, and to build trusting relationships. To support online
safety mediation at home, I suggest a combination of technical and active mediation that serves
both parents’ and children’s interests, gives parents tools for ensuring children’s safety, and
facilitates trust building between family members. To support online safety mediation at school, I
suggest a more systematic approach to online safety, as well as teaching practices that facilitate
active mediation, fit the children's world, and appeal to teachers.

Keywords: children, e-safety, families, information security, internet, internet safety,
media skills, online safety, parents, school, social media, Web 2.0

Hartikainen, Heidi, Uhkia Ihmemaassa. Lapset, nettiturvallisuus ja vuorovaikutteisen webin ihmeellinen maailma
Oulun yliopiston tutkijakoulu; Oulun yliopisto, Tieto- ja sähkötekniikan tiedekunta
Acta Univ. Oul. A 704, 2017
Oulun yliopisto, PL 8000, 90014 Oulun yliopisto

Tiivistelmä
Lapset aloittavat netinkäytön yhä nuorempana, mikä on ongelmallista, koska pienten lasten kyky
toimia verkossa turvallisesti on vaillinaista. Väitöskirjassa tarkastelen kuinka suomalaiset 10-12vuotiaat lapset lähestyvät nettiturvallisuutta, kuinka sitä toteutetaan kotona ja kouluissa ja kuinka nettiturvallisuuden toteuttamista voidaan tukea. Käytän tutkimuksessa pääosin laadullisia tiedonkeruu- ja analysointimetodeja. Teoreettisena linssinä käytän monimutkaisen sosiaalisen toiminnan tutkimiseen soveltuvaa neksusanalyysiä.
Tutkimukseeni osallistuneet lapset suhtautuvat itse luottavaisesti taitoihinsa nettiturvallisuuden suhteen, kuten myös vanhemmat ja opettajat, joskin vähäisemmässä määrin. Lapset toteuttavat nettiturvallisuutta myös omissa ryhmissään. Kotona seurataan ja rajoitetaan lasten netinkäyttöä, mutta suositaan nk. aktiivista lähestymistapaa, kuten lapsille puhumista ja avun tarjoamista.
Tekninen valvonta ei ole suosittua. Lapset ovat jossain määrin eri mieltä vanhempien kanssa siitä, kuinka paljon vanhemmat tukevat heidän nettiturvallisuuttaan. Kouluissa seurataan ja rajoitetaan mm. älypuhelinten käyttöä, mutta suositaan aktiivista lähestymistapaa. Opettajat uskovat
lasten omaksuvan viestin parhaiten sidottuna omiin kokemuksiin. Lapset kertovat pitävänsä
tekemällä oppimisesta. Opetukselta he toivovat positiivista sävyä ja konkreettisia neuvoja. Koulut yhdistävät toimijoita vuoropuheluun lasten nettiturvallisuudesta, mutta vastuunjako on epäselvää. Opettajat kokevat olevansa yksin päättämässä siitä, miten nettiturvallisuutta opetetaan ja
he kaipaavat tukea.
Tuloksillani on vaikutusta siihen, millaisia keinoja kehitämme lasten nettiturvallisuuden varmistamiseksi. Vaikka valvonta ja rajoitukset ovat joskus tarpeen, kannustan tarpeellisen valvonnan, rakastavan luottamuksen ja yhdessä tekemisen välillä tasapainoilevia aikuisia osallistumaan lasten nettielämään ja rakentamaan heihin luottamuksellisia välejä. Nettiturvallisuuden
tukemiseksi kotona ehdotan teknisen ja aktiivisen lähestymistavan yhdistelmää, joka palvelee
sekä vanhempien että lasten etuja, auttaa vanhempia varmistamaan lasten turvallisuutta ja helpottaa luottamuksen rakentamista. Nettiturvallisuuden tukemiseksi kouluissa ehdotan järjestelmällistä otetta sekä opetuskäytäntöjä, jotka vetoavat opettajiin, helpottavat aiheen aktiivista
lähestymistä ja sopivat lasten maailmaan.

Asiasanat: internet, internet-turvallisuus, koulu, lapset, mediataidot, nettiturvallisuus,
perheet, sosiaalinen internet, sosiaalinen media, tietoturvallisuus, vanhemmat,
verkkoturvallisuus, Web 2.0
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Preface
It all started way back in 1982, in a small village in Finnish Lapland called Tervola.
Little did mom and dad know that on that cold January evening, they might be
welcoming a future ‘doctor’ into the family... Actually, scratch that – little did they
know that they would be welcoming a perpetual student into the family. Because
that is what I am. First and foremost. Ever curious. Let me just fast forward the
awkward teen years and move to the equally awkward “adulthood”. Behold my
excellent adventure in stydyland!
After high-school I applied to three places to study. My first pics were AsianAfrican languages and culture in University of Helsinki or English philology in
University of Oulu. As a backup, I selected business information technology in
Kemi-Tornio University of Applied Sciences. I guess you can figure out where I
was accepted! During my polytechnic years, I studied Java, C++, HTML, ASP, PSP,
cabling and the likes, but realized I was never going to really cut it as a programmer
or your company’s IT guy. Most of the times I could get the job done, but something
was missing, my heart was not in it. I was nonetheless a good student, and that was
recognized. I was encouraged to continue to university studies, and after realizing
the world is not going to open up with “just” a bachelor’s degree, off to Sweden I
went...
I continued to do my masters in Luleå University of Technology (LTU) in
computer and systems science. I got offers to become a student assistant. I did my
master thesis on illegal file sharing of music and movie files on peer-to-peer
networks. I loved studying and felt on top of the world, like the most intelligent
person on the planet. Aftrer graduation, I continued to work for LTU and for
University of Oulu in some common EU funded projects. Somewhere during those
years, I understood that in research I had found my place. After realizing however,
that the research world is not going to open up with “just” a master’s degree, off to
study for the licentiate I went…
I continued studying for the licentiate at LTU while doing project work and
teaching. My concentration was information security. Not the highly technical stuff
like cryptography, firewalls, virus protection etc. Instead I focused on
organizational information security – and here especially on the human side of
things, how the employees enact information security in their day-to-day working
life. More specifically, I studied the communications between the rescue
departments, the paramedics and the police, and tried to figure out how it could be
improved. Needless to say, during the licentiate, I realized that I am infact NOT the
9

most intelligent person in the planet, but even with my ups and downs I was more
determined than ever, that research was what I wanted to do. I decided I was not
going to settle for “just” the licentiate degree.
And that is where I am now. In the final stages of my PhD process. For my
thesis work, I have combined the interest of of my new research group in studying
children’s ICT use with my background in information security and my interest in
researching all things Internet. I hope you find it interesting. I hope I make it
through the defence.
24.10.2017
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Heidi Hartikainen
BBA, MSc, PhLic and future PhD
Perpetual student, Internet enthusiast and secret humanist
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

Children grow up in an increasingly digital world, and their communication,
socialization, creation and learning processes are strongly affected by technology
from an early age (Prensky, 2001). Various social networking sites, online games
and video-sharing sites, as well as gadgets like iPods and smartphones, are wellestablished fixtures of youth culture (Ito et al., 2010). However, in recent years, an
increase has been reported in the Internet usage of young children in Europe
(Holloway, Green, & Livingstone, 2013; Livingstone & Smith, 2014; Walamies,
2011). For example, in Finland, 30% of children under 2 years old already use the
Internet (Suoninen, 2014), and the percentage rises quickly through the following
years, reaching 99% when children are between 10–12 years old (Happo, 2013).
Finnish children receive their own phones around the time they start primary school
(Happo, 2013), and by the time they are 10–12, two-thirds have Internet access on
their phone (Suoninen, 2013).
Internet and mobile technologies provide children of all ages opportunities to
learn, create identities, and to participate (Eurydice Network, 2010; Livingstone &
Smith, 2014). However, as the Internet goes mobile, and social media is firmly
embedded in children’s lives, concerns about their online safety are also growing.
Social media is a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological
and technological foundation of Web 2.0 (Kietzmann, Hermkens, McCarthy, &
Silvestre, 2011), web development facilitating more interactivity, user
contributions, collaboration and information-sharing (Wallace, 2013). Examples of
social media include blogs or microblogs like Tumblr or Twitter, social networking
services like Facebook and Google+, virtual gaming worlds where one interacts
with others like World of Warcraft, virtual social worlds like Second Life, content
communities like YouTube and Flickr, and collaborative projects like Wikipedia
(Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). With the widespread adoption of smart phones and
tablet computers, the Internet and social media are turning mobile, and this turn
brings in a plethora of mobile apps that concentrate on instant messaging, chatting
or networking like Facebook Messenger, Kik Messenger, Snapchat and WhatsApp
(Pönkä, 2014).
Being constanly reachable online has become routine among European
children (Livingstone & Smith, 2014); at the same time, their online activities are
17

becoming more private and inaccessible to oversight (Livingstone, 2009). When
this is combined with the fact that adolescence is characterized by heightened risktaking and independence from parents, and that these tendencies seem to be
magnified by the opportunities afforded through online interactions (Wisniewski,
Xu, Rosson, & Carrol, 2014), it is quite understandable that adults are concerned
for children’s online safety— the things to which they might be exposed to, and the
harm they might end up in (Ibid).
In general, it can be said that people can encounter threats to both information
security and personal safety when they go online. Information security is defined
as “protecting information and information systems from unauthorized access, use,
disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction” (Cornell University Law
School, 2002) in order to provide confidentiality, integrity and availability of
information (Cornell University Law School, 2002; Harris, 2002). Confidentiality
means maintaining authorized restrictions on access and disclosure of information,
integrity means safeguarding information from unauthorized modification or
destruction, and availability means making sure of fast and reliable access and use
of information (Cornell University Law School, 2002). Personal safety, on the other
hand, is defined as an individual's ability to go about their everyday life free from
threats or fear of psychological, emotional or physical harm (Waters, Neale, Hutson,
& Mears, 2004). Online safety can thus be defined as protecting a person’s physical
and psychological safety, as well as one’s reputation, identity and property online
(Nigam & Collier, 2010), with property including hardware, software, information
and intellectual property.
Online safety of children has raised much academic interest within diverse set
of disciplines, such as media and communication studies, psychology, pedagogy
and sociology. Human-computer interaction (HCI) papers have reported, for
example, parental concerns (Ammari, Kumar, Lampe, & Schoenebeck, 2015;
Ammari & Schoenebeck, 2015), children’s risky actions (Pater, Miller, & Mynatt,
2015), solutions for preventing certain kinds of online behaviour (Nouwen, Van
Mechelen, & Zaman, 2015; Renaud & Maguire, 2015), and means by which online
threats and risks could be mitigated (Ptaszynski et al., 2016; Renaud & Maguire,
2015). Some researchers have also argued that children’s resilience (Wisniewski et
al., 2015) and translucence in the solutions (Yardi & Bruckman, 2011) are
significant issues concerning children’s safety and well-being. Information
Systems (IS) community has studied social media and the various privacy and
safety issues involved, but has mainly focused on adults (Gross & Acquisti, 2005),
organizational aspects (Hekkala, Väyrynen, & Wiander, 2012) or technological
18

developments (Lucas & Borisov, 2008). In general, current research on the topic of
children’s online safety forms a diverse and relatively new field without widely
accepted theoretical frameworks or standard methodologies and where definitional,
measurement and interpretative challenges still prevail (Livingstone & Smith,
2014). There are many gaps in the current knowledge (Ólafsson, Livingstone, &
Haddon, 2013b. pp 6).
On a more practical level, there are many different actors involved in the
mediation of children’s online safety. The term “mediation” can be seen to capture
the management of the relation between children and media (Livingstone &
Helsper, 2008). In line with this, I use it in this thesis to describe the strategies used
to manage children's Internet use, hoping to maximize the advantages and to
minimize the possibility of harm. The fast adoption of the Internet and online
technologies presents industry, policymakers and governments with the task of
recognizing the risks of Internet use and developing strategies and tools, i.e.
mediational means, to ensure that harm associated with them is minimized
(Ólafsson et al., 2013b). On a more grass-roots level, parents, teachers, and other
children are also involved in a practical way (Hasebrink, Görzig, Haddon, Kalmus,
& Livingstone, 2011) in socially mediating children’s online safety. Parents and
peers are usually identified as significant actors in children’s online safety
(Hasebrink et al., 2011). Teachers are also in a central position, as they have
opportunities to inform children about online safety (Hasebrink et al., 2011) and
can shape attitudes and behaviour (Hasebrink et al., 2011; Shin & Lwin, 2016).
There is, however, still a need for further research on the role of parents and
teachers in ensuring children’s online safety, along with other forms of safety
mediation (Ólafsson et al., 2013b. pp 5; Wright, 2015).
Figure 1 summarizes the goals of online safety and the means to achieve it.
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Fig. 1. Online safety: Goals and mediational means.

Regarding this hands-on mediation of children’s online safety, it has been noted
that it can sometimes be problematic; for example, if the adults struggle with their
own unfamiliarity with technology (Lorenz, Kalde, & Kikkas, 2012; Yardi &
Bruckman, 2011), with online safety (Nguyên & Mark, 2014), or with activities
that children engage in (Lorenz et al., 2012), and if the children feel that they are
more competent technology users than their instructors (Reid & Van Niekerk, 2014).
To help overcome any possible issues, there are also different kinds of educational
solutions developed by different national and international actors, including
guidebooks for parents (Edgington, 2011; Whitby, 2011) and teachers (Hinduja &
Patchin, 2008), as well as guidebooks (Minton, 2014; Willard, 2011) and games for
children (Reid & Van Niekerk, 2014). However, there is a lack of research of what
solutions actually work and what do not. Because of this, new interventions will
likely fail to learn from the mistakes of previous ones (Ólafsson et al., 2013b. pp
32). There are also different technologies, such as parental controls, developed that
can be used to monitor or restrict Internet use, but these may lead to ethical
considerations (Magkos, Kleisiari, Chanias, & Giannakouris-Salalidis, 2014).
Researchers have also stressed the need for more qualitative research in the
area. The majority of research concerning children’s Internet use and online safety
20

tends to be quantitative. For example, the EUKids online network has a sample size
of over 25000 children from 25 countries (Livingstone, Haddon, Görzig, &
Ólafsson, 2011). More qualitative research is warranted, as it would permit a richer
understanding of the situation (Ólafsson et al., 2013b. pp. 31). Furthermore, while
studies concerning children’s Internet use are increasing, the majority of existing
research concentrates on older children and teenagers. This is partly because data
collection regarding younger children poses more challenges, and getting research
permits might be more difficult (Walamies, 2011). Thus, 70% of existing European
research focuses on teenagers aged 15–17 (Ólafsson et al., 2013b), and more
research related to younger children would be warranted (Ólafsson et al., 2013b;
Walamies, 2011). It has been argued that researching Internet use among children
under 12 years old should be made a priority (Staksrud, Livingstone, Haddon, &
Ólafsson, 2009), as it might be that they do not have the capacity to act online in a
safe manner (Holloway et al., 2013; Staksrud et al., 2009). Further research with
these younger children could also help to inform the development of future
educational strategies for schools, parents and young people (Wisniewski et al.,
2014). The research gaps concerning children’s online safety identified in this
chapter are illustrated below in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Research gaps in children’s online safety.

1.2

Objectives and scope

With my thesis work, I contribute to filling in the research gaps identified in the
previous section. The aim of my thesis is to shed light on the current state of
children’s online safety, especially on the social action of mediating children’s
Internet use and online safety as it is carried out at home and in schools. I will also
consider how this mediation could be supported.
I concentrate on primary school children and their parents and teachers, as there
is a lack of research concerning Internet use among children under 12 years old as
well as in the roles of their parents and teachers in mediating their online safety.
Furthermore, I use mainly qualitative methods, as the situation has previously been
21

mostly researched with quantitative methods. Qualitative research can offer a richer
understanding of the situation.
In my research I ask specifically:
1.
2.
3.

How do children aged 10–12 approach and enact online safety?
How is online safety of children aged 10–12 currently mediated at home and
in schools?
How can online safety mediation of children aged 10–12 at home and in
schools be supported further?

I answered my research questions by carrying out research in three primary schools
in Oulu area in Finland. Primary schools were a natural place to start looking for
participants, as they allowed me to contact teachers, who can connect me with the
children in their classes, and their parents. Only teachers from grades 3 to 6 (9–12
year olds) were contacted, because some data collection tools used require the
children to be able to read, and to analyze their own behavior to a certain extent.
Altogether, nine primary school teachers teaching grades 4 to 5 (ages 10–12)
volunteered to participate with students from their classes, and to also connect me
with their students’ parents. The research was divided into five individual research
steps that were detailed in five resulting articles, each of which helped me drill a
little bit deeper into the area of children’s online safety, and in part to answer my
research questions. Table 1 illustrates each research step and the resulting articles
in relation to the research questions they help to answer.
Table 1. Research steps, resulting articles and research questions.
Research

Main focus

step
Literature

Resulting

Rq’s

article
Current research on children’s online safety

I

1,2,3

Public discourses concerning children’s online safety

II

1,2,3

Children’s online safety skills and behaviour and parents mediating

III

1,2,3

IV

1,2,3

V

1,2,3

review
Discourses
survey
Surveys

children’s online safety. How this could be supported
Interviews

Teachers and schools mediating children’s online safety. How this
could be supported

Workshops

Children’s evaluation and engagement with existing online safety
education, recommendations to development of such solutions.
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Article I presents the results of a literature review concerning children’s online
activities, threats and risks associated with those activities, and the means taken to
keep them safe online. The review was done before any empirical research was
carried out. The resulting paper aimed to produce an understanding of the state-ofthe-art of research on children’s online safety and to identify the gaps in current
knowledge. The article forms the basis of the related research chapter of this thesis.
Article II presents the results of a ‘discourses survey’ (Scollon & Scollon,
2004b) on public discussions regarding children and their online safety. The
resulting paper aimed to produce an understanding what are the most germane
discourses concerning children’s safety in the Finnish society, and to identify
different actors involved. The paper also discusses how the findings influence
solutions developed for mediating children’s online safety.
Article III presents the results of a survey study with primary school children
aged 10–12, as well as their parents from three schools in Oulu area in Finland. The
article presents responses from the children concerning threats to online safety that
they have encountered and their online safety skills, as well as what kind of help
and safety mediation the children receive from different actors. It also discusses
how children’s and their parents’ views on their online skills and safety differ. The
paper aimed to produce an understanding of children’s online safety skills and
behaviors — and how parents, as well as teachers and peers — currently mediate
children’s online safety. They paper also offers suggestions on how they could be
supported in this task.
Article IV presents the results of interviews with primary school teachers from
three schools in Oulu area in Finland. The article discusses teachers’ digital
technology and Internet use, teachers’ assumptions regarding children’s digital
technology and Internet use, online safety mediation at school, and guidelines and
training related to teaching online safety. The paper aimed to produce an
understanding of how teachers mediate children’s online safety, and how they could
be supported in this task.
Finally, article V presents the results from workshops with primary school
children aged 10–12, from three participating schools in Oulu area in Finland. In
this phase, the children engaged with three different existing online safety
educations targeted at children and schools, evaluated them, and brainstormed
design recommendations for new education. The aim was to produce an
understanding of how children evaluate and engage with the existing online safety
education targeted at them, and to see what kind of recommendations they offer
regarding the development of such solutions. Involving children in the research and
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inviting them to envision design recommendations for online safety education
binds my research together with the themes of the INTERACT research unit:
understanding and strengthening children’s participation and agency in issues
concerning their own lives, and participatory design.
I use nexus analysis (Scollon & Scollon, 2004b) both as a research framework
and a theoretical lens in this research. Nexus analysis draws on theories, methods,
and concepts from many disciplines, allowing the researchers to expand their
perspectives beyond focusing on the here-and-now. In nexus analysis, the unit of
analysis is social action (e.g., mediation of children’s online safety) that happens in
a specific moment in place and time and is shaped by the discourses in place
(Scollon & Scollon, 2004b), and by the historical bodies (Nishida, 1958) of the
participants and the interaction order (Goffman, 1981) between them.
1.3

Structure of the thesis

In chapter 2, the related research of this thesis is presented. It is focused on
children’s Internet use and safety skills, online threats, and on the mediation of
children’s online safety by different actors — namely industry, educational sector,
various national and international actors, and those close to the children, such as
their parents, teachers and friends.
In chapter 3, research methods and materials are presented. First, the nature of
this research is explained, followed by the introduction of nexus analysis as a
theoretical lens and as a research framework. Next, the concrete research steps and
methods for data collection and analysis are introduced, and ethical issues are
discussed. In chapter 4, summaries of empirical results from original articles II–V
are presented. Chapter 5 offers discussion on these results and their connection to
the research questions of this thesis. It also discusses the implications of these
results both to research and design. Finally, chapter 6 includes the conclusions of
this work. In addition, the validity and reliability of this research are discussed, and
limitations and possible areas for future research presented.
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2

Related research

This chapter first introduces previous research on children’s Internet use in general,
followed by research concerning threats that children face online. The focus is
largely on the mediation of children’s online safety as carried out by the industry
and policymakers, as well as parents, schools, and the children themselves. Even
though children of different ages behave differently when they are online, online
safety is important to all of them, whether they be teens, preteens or younger. In
this chapter, if no age group has been defined, I use the words “child” or “children”
to refer to legal minors of any age.
The chapter is largely based on my initial literature review presented in article
I, but also includes relevant literature from articles II–V. The literature is
summarized at the end of the chapter.
2.1

Children’s Internet use and online safety skills

The Internet and mobile technologies have opened up a world of possibilities for
children, expanding their horizons and providing opportunities to learn, create
identities, and participate in society (Eurydice Network, 2010; Livingstone &
Smith, 2014). According to an ethnographic study carried out in the United States,
even children who don’t have computers and Internet access in their homes are
participants in a culture where new social media, digital media distribution and
digital media production are commonplace among their peers and in their everyday
school contexts (Horst, Herr-Stephenson, & Robinson, 2010). The EU Kids Online
network carried out research within 25 European countries 1 and found that the
number of online activities children engage in increases with age and years of
Internet use (Hasebrink et al., 2011). Use also varies according to socioeconomic
status, and there are gender differences wherein both older and younger boys
undertake a greater variety of activities than girls of the same age (Hasebrink et al.,
2011).
One way to look at children’s online activities is to divide them into genres of
participation that describe their engagement with new media:
Hanging out refers to friendship-driven participation corresponding to typical
practices of children as they go about their daily lives and interact with others
1

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia,
Spain, Sweden, Turkey and the UK
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(Horst, Herr-Stephenson, & Robinson, 2008). This can include browsing social
networking sites, instant messaging, and phone and video conversations (Horst et
al., 2010). Typically, when children want to hang out offline or online, they go
online first, as that is where they are most likely to connect (ibid).
Geeking out refers to interest-driven participation that centres on specific
activities, interests, or niche and marginalized identities (Horst et al., 2008). This
can include intense commitment with media or technology, often with one
particular media, genre or a type of technology — such as intense gaming or media
production, long-term video and music file-sharing, and engaging in interest groups
(Horst et al., 2010). In addition to intensive and frequent use, geeking out might
include high levels of specific knowledge attached to status and credibility, and a
willingness to bend or break social and technological rules, e.g., by code hacking,
cheats, game mods, or video- and music-file sharing (ibid).
Finally, messing around describes engagement in which kids are tinkering,
learning, and getting serious about something, often supported by social networks
developed in their friendship- or interest-driven groups (Horst et al., 2008). This
includes using different search words and search engines to find information about
things that interest them, and experimenting with media by using different photo
and video editing tools (Horst et al., 2010). While a genre of participation in its
own right, messing around is also a transition zone between geeking out and
hanging out and between interest-driven and friendship-driven participation (Horst
et al., 2008).
Usually the absorption in online communication, i.e., social networking and
use of smart phones and video-sharing sites, has been seen as typical for teenagers
in the western world (Ito et al., 2010; Pater et al., 2015). However, recent studies
explain it is becoming characteristic for increasingly younger children (Holloway
et al., 2013; Livingstone & Smith, 2014; Walamies, 2011). For example, 30% of
Finnish children aged 0–2 use the Internet in some way (Suoninen, 2014); between
ages 4-6, the percentage rises to 58%; between ages 7–9, the percentage is 89%.
(Happo, 2013). By the time Finnish children are between 10–12 years of age, the
percentage is already 99% (Happo, 2013). In addition to watching videos, gaming,
and doing homework, young Internet users are socializing in virtual worlds meant
for children — or, as underage participants, in social media meant for teenagers and
adults (Holloway et al., 2013). According to research by the EUKids online
network (Holloway et al., 2013), young children’s usage of the Internet is
problematic; it has not been established that they have the capacity to engage online
in a safe manner, especially when it comes to social media.
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In the EU Kids Online research, Finland was been categorized as a high-use
country in terms of its young people’s Internet habits (Livingstone et al., 2011). In
2010, 67% of Finnish children who used the Internet had their own social
networking profile, including 46% of those aged 9–12 (R. Kupiainen, Suoninen,
Kotilainen, & Nikunen, 2012). In a national media barometer conducted some years
later, it was found that 82% of Finnish children aged 10–12 had a social networking
profile (Suoninen, 2013). The use of social media was mentioned as the most
important use of the Internet for girls aged 10–12; for the boys of same age it was
trumped only by watching video clips and gaming (Suoninen, 2013). Favorite
social media of Finnish teens and preteens include Facebook, YouTube, Instagram,
Ask FM, and Pinterest; gaming platforms like Habbo and World of Warcraft are
also familiar to them (Noppari, 2014). Wikipedia is used for schoolwork, and a new
favourite was the mobile online messaging app WhatsApp (Ibid). Finnish girls
usually start using social media earlier than boys, and concentrate on personal
communication and sharing photos and drawings within their own friend networks
(Kotilainen & Suoninen, 2013). Boys also use social media for personal
communication and for sharing such things as their own photos, but they tend to
focus more on gaming; they use social media for sharing such things as music and
video links (ibid).
In social media, most Finnish children have their profiles set to private or
partially private so that most things they post are only visible to their friends, but
28% still have a public profile (R. Kupiainen et al., 2012). In general, Finnish girls
also seem more selective in who they accept as friends than boys, and they more
often have a private profile (Kotilainen & Suoninen, 2013). It can be speculated
that boys perhaps more often keep a public profile because they do not share as
much personal information about themselves (Kotilainen & Suoninen, 2013). A
public profile and accepting more friends can also enhance their gaming activities
where social media is used for communication (Kotilainen & Suoninen, 2013).
European pre-teens and teens are usually not unskilled when it comes to online
safety, according to the EUKids Online network. Most youth aged 11–16 from the
participating 25 countries report they can block messages from people with whom
they do not want to contact, and that they can find safety advice online. Around
half of them say that they are able to block websites, judge the quality of websites
and change the privacy settings of their social media. Generally speaking, the
younger children tend to lack similar skills and confidence. (Livingstone et al.,
2011)
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In a Finnish media barometer conducted in 2012, 98% of children between
ages 10–12 strongly agree or somewhat agree that they can use the computer safely.
Moreover, 92% strongly agree or somewhat agree that they are skilled Internet
users, 91% strongly agree or somewhat agree that they always keep their passwords
to themselves, 72% strongly agree or somewhat agree that they know where to
report people who behave inappropriately online, and 87% strongly agree or
somewhat agree that their parents know what they do online. (Suoninen, 2013, pp.
68-70)
In general, it can be said that children’s skills related to online behaviour
develop differently (Tuominen, 2013). Children mature at different rates. Their
developing moral judgment skills also affect their behavior and they are exposed
to different experiences and parenting strategies (Wisniewski et al., 2014).
However, according to the EUKids Online network, more use does facilitate more
digital literacy and safety skills (Livingstone et al., 2011). In addition to viewing
children’s online safety as something that depends on others, it can also be seen as
a developmental process of adolescent growth (Wisniewski et al., 2014).
The main thoughts introduced in this chapter concerning children’s Internet use
are summarized in figure 3.

Fig. 3. Children’s Internet use.
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2.2

Threats to online safety

Along with the associated benefits, the widespread adoption of Internet, social
media and other networked technologies has brought with it concerns about the
threats children face when they go online (boyd & Hargittai, 2013; Ólafsson et al.,
2013b). On one hand, adults seem to worry about all of the terrible things to which
children might be exposed to and all of the harm they might face – On the other
hand, adults fear uncontrollable youth who might do terrible things, get into trouble,
and hurt others (boyd & Hargittai, 2013).
A threat is defined as something that can intentionally or accidentally exploit
some vulnerability and cause harm in the process, while risk is a calculation based
on probability and the likely consequences of harm, when exposed to a threat
(Livingstone & Smith, 2014). Harm is a distinct negative outcome, measured
objectively or, more usually, through subjective self-report (Ibid). For example,
there is a risk that when positioned as a recipient of inappropriate content
(Livingstone & Smith, 2014), children might experience psychological harm (boyd
& Hargittai, 2013). The threats associated with the use of mobile technology and
Internet are usually subdivided into content threats and contact threats (boyd &
Hargittai, 2013). Conduct threats (boyd & Hargittai, 2013) and computer threats
(Magkos et al., 2014) can also be included in the categorization.
Content threats include inappropriate content for children, such as commercial
spam, targeted emails/ads, and unwanted pop-ups treating children as active
consumers, but also includes adult or abusive content such as pornography,
violence, pro-anorexia-, and drug-related content (Magkos et al., 2014). Contact
threats include grooming (an adult forming an emotional bond with a child for the
purpose of sexual abuse), sexting (sending sexually explicit messages),
cyberbullying, cyberstalking (using technology to harass someone), and privacy
loss (Magkos et al., 2014). Conduct threats include the child being engaged in
activities such as illegal file-sharing or bullying others (boyd & Hargittai, 2013).
Finally, Computer threats include information security threats like malware
(software used to damage a system, to gain access to computers, to gather sensitive
information), phishing (trying to get the user to reveal private information by
impersonating a trustworthy entity), data theft/loss, password stealing or cracking,
and also Internet addiction (Magkos et al., 2014). According to a review of the
European evidence base, some of these are threats also in the offline world (e.g.
bullying, pornography); however, some are new or at least substantially
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reconfigured in the lives of ordinary children (e.g., grooming, abuse of personal
data and privacy) (Ólafsson et al., 2013b).
The central concepts used in this chapter are summarized in figure 4 below.

Fig. 4. Online threats, risk and harm.

Besides conduct threats, children are usually considered to be passively involved
in most online threats (e.g., nobody specifically invites suspicious emails or wants
to get bullied or stalked). However, some actively participate in some threats, e.g.,
in the leakage of their personal information online (Magkos et al., 2014). The core
of social media is in “one-to-few” or “one-to-many” “one-to-many”
communication (Lietsala & Sirkkunen, 2008) that often entails sharing information
like phone numbers, gender, age, photographs, etc. (Nosko, Wood, & Molema,
2010), despite possible privacy concerns (Nosko et al., 2010; Taddicken, 2014). If
children using social media are not aware of the risks associated with the
inappropriate use of their personal and sensitive data, they are vulnerable not only
to privacy loss and other contact threats, but also to content and computer-related
threats (Magkos et al., 2014). For example, if they share their email addresses freely
online, they are easier to approach by predators and can also start receiving spam
email, links containing viruses and so on. Young children’s presence in social media
can be especially risky concerning contact requests, the publicity of their friend
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networks, and the visibility of personal information (R. Kupiainen, 2013). However,
according to a Canadian study researching disclosure on social media, as age
increases, the amount of personal information shared on social media also tends to
decrease (Nosko et al., 2010).
Having discussed the possible threats and risks related to Internet and social
media use, it is important to remember that just because there is a risk that
something bad might happen, it does not mean it actually will. According to the EU
Kids Online research carried out in 25 European countries, most European children
aged 9–16 have not been bothered by something experienced on the Internet. For
example, seeing sexual images and receiving sexual messages online is relatively
common but generally not experienced as being very harmful. In contrast, being
bullied online is relatively uncommon but is more likely to upset children.
(Livingstone et al., 2011)
Among Finnish children, only 14% say that they have been bothered or upset by
something online in the past year. In general, Finland has been classified as a “higher
use, some risks” country where children have encountered fewer risks in
comparison to other countries where children also use Internet more than the
European average. In Finland, the most common risk is seeing sexual content,
which 28% of children aged 9–16 have reported. Cyberbullying is quite rare, being
only reported by 5%. Finnish children also communicate a lot online with persons
they have never met offline (49% vs European average 30%); in addition, 10%
have gone to an offline meeting with people they first met online. (R. Kupiainen et
al., 2012).
Most of the new acquaintances children meet online might be friends of friends
or friends of family. However, “stranger danger” is one of the most talked-about
concerns today, even if the danger of actual harm seems to be relatively low, likely
because the possible harm could be severe. It should be remembered, however, that
contact with strangers is a fundamental part of many Internet activities, like gaming,
social media, and publishing online. Children are creating a relationship with the
Internet audience and using Internet to maintain and expand their social contacts.
(R. Kupiainen, 2013)
2.3

Mediating children’s online safety

The actors involved in the mediation of children’s Internet use and online safety
include policymakers, governments and the industry (Ólafsson et al., 2013b), as
well as parents, schools, and children themselves (Hasebrink et al., 2011).
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Mediation of children’s online safety can thus be divided into industry mediation,
policies and educational efforts, social mediation, and technical mediation
(Hartikainen, Iivari, & Kinnula, 2015). The concepts of control, trust, and
involvement permeate discussions concerning the mediation of children’s online
safety (Hartikainen, Iivari, & Kinnula, 2016)
2.3.1 Industry mediation
The most important method for industry mediation is the use of age limits in
different online services. At the time of this research, most social media meant for
sharing and discussing user-generated content, like Facebook, Tumblr, Instagram,
ask.fm, YouTube and Google+, set their minimum age to 13. However, some social
media clearly target children. One example is Momio that sets the maximum age
of its users to 18 (Momio, 2017) and is meant as a safe place for kids to get
introduced to social media by making friends, sharing photos and videos, and
writing messages (Momio, n.d.). Age limits are usually in place to protect the
privacy of children. The problem is that most service providers usually rely on users’
self-professed ages (Palfrey, boyd, & Gasser, 2010), and even if they try to limit
their content to appropriate audience, on the Internet no-one “knows you’re a
dog”— or if you are as or old as you say you are.
Another way for the industry to mediate online safety is to apply different
mechanisms to screen content that might be found offensive by the users, like
violent or sexual material. On Facebook, for example, page administrators can add
keywords to their “moderation blacklist”, and any content containing those words
will be screened before it can be seen by users (Facebook Help Center, n.d). On
YouTube, the safety mode can be activated to screen out potentially objectionable
content (YouTube Safety Center, n.d.). In On Twitter, users can limit the audience
of their tweets to be age-appropriate (Twitter Help Center, n.d.). Many social media
platforms also give users the choice to report offensive content so that it can be
removed from the service. However, because most social media use a simple
lexicon-based automatic filtering approach to block the offensive content, they are
criticized as not being very accurate and generating false positive alerts (Tomer,
Lade, Kumar, & Patel, 2013). In addition, when these systems depend on users and
administrators to detect and report offensive content, they might fail to take quick
actions (ibid). For children who often lack cognitive awareness of risks, these
approaches are not effective to prevent them from being exposed to offensive
content (Tomer et al., 2013).
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Most services also mediate online safety through different privacy policies and
settings that are available for their users (Anthonysamy, Greenwood, & Rashid,
2013), so that they can limit who sees their profiles on social media, or the things
that they post there. However, these settings have been criticized for having too
weak defaults for their younger users (Holloway et al., 2013), and the privacy
policies are criticized for being generally vague or non-transparent (Anthonysamy
et al., 2013).
The means of industry mediation and their critiques are summarized in figure
5.

Fig. 5. Industry mediation.

2.3.2 Policies and educational efforts
There are currently efforts underway in many countries to promote digital learning
technologies in schools, digital participation and digital literacy (Ólafsson et al.,
2013b). These include initiatives on the European Union level, such as The Safer
Internet Programme and European Strategy for a Better Internet for Children
(Eurydice Network, 2010). The aim is to give children the tools and skills they need
to be able safely benefit from being online, and to unlock potential of the market
for “interactive, creative and educational online content” (European Commission,
2017). The associated Safer Social Networking principles for the EU has been
signed by most of the industry providers in Europe (European Commission, 2009).
In order to implement the program, the European Commission is seeking to identify
how national education systems approach online safety issues faced by children
and what children learn about online safety in school (Eurydice Network, 2010).
The use of digital technologies is increasing in schools (Nguyên & Mark, 2014),
and they are important places for children to learn about online safety (R.
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Kupiainen et al., 2012). In Finnish schools, the rapid change in media culture and
the resulting difference between school practice and children’s free time has been
identified as a challenge for this decade (Finnish National Board of Education,
2011). In the new Finnish core curriculum implemented at the beginning of August
2016, media education and the pedagogical use of digital technologies have been
emphasized even more: Opportunities for students to develop their information and
communications technology (ICT) skills have been improved in all subjects, with
technology being included more in instruction and study (Finnish National Agency
for Education, n/d). Schools and teachers have been advised to recognize games
and other virtual environments more frequently as learning environments, and
programming has been integrated into the curriculum as part of the objectives set
for mathematics (ibid).
Out of 30 European countries that participated in the Eurydice study 2 ,
education on Online Safety is included in the school curriculum in 24
countries/regions. It follows different paths and levels of intensity according to
region. In the Flemish Community of Belgium, for example, “E-safety” is specially
designed in the new information and communications technology curriculum,
involving a wide range of competences and attitudes. However, in the majority of
European countries, including Finland, online afety has a more flexible timetable,
being taught as a horizontal theme within a wide range of subjects. In Finland,
online safety is a part of the curricula in primary and secondary education, and
elements of online safety are included in subjects related to the development of
media and communication skills. As in most European countries, the responsibility
of teaching online safety is shared between the ICT teacher and other teachers. In
almost all of the countries covered in the Eurydice research, there are specific
professional qualification courses that include online safety issues at pedagogical,
technical and organisational levels, but in a majority of these cases the courses are
voluntary. (Eurydice Network, 2010)
In addition to the schools, there are other actors involved at a national level,
helping mediate children’s online safety. The Safer Internet Programme project and
awareness work in Finland is coordinated by the National Audiovisual Institute
(KAVI). A help line and hotline are run by the Mannerheim League for Child
Welfare (MLL) and Save the Children (Safer Internet Programme, n.d.),

2

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta,
Netherland, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom
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respectively. The Finnish Safer Internet Centre (FISIC) is a collaborative effort
between the aforementioned organizations, and it serves as an active partner in the
definition of teacher training on online safety issues and the distribution of didactic
materials (posters for schools, leaflets for parents etc) (Eurydice Network, 2010).
Many other national actors also produce educational material targeted at
schools as well as children and their parents in Finland, including Finland's national
public service broadcasting company (YLE), media education centre Metka, and
development centre Opinkirjo. In addition, there are numerous educational efforts
made by international researchers and other interested parties. These efforts include
various guidebooks for children (Minton, 2014; Willard, 2011), guidebooks for
parents (Edgington, 2011; Whitby, 2011) and teachers (Hinduja & Patchin, 2008),
and a prototype of an educational information security board game (Reid & Van
Niekerk, 2014). Although there is clearly a wide variety of efforts made to educate
the actors in children’s online safety, little research exists about which solutions
work and which do not. Thus it is likely that new interventions will fail to learn
from the mistakes of previous ones (Ólafsson et al., 2013b).
Figure 6 summarizes the main points concerning policies and educational
efforts made in this chapter.

Fig. 6. Policies and educational efforts.

2.3.3 Social mediation
Social mediation of children’s online safety is a combination of trying to protect
children from harm, giving them tools to cope with the potentially harmful things
they encounter online, and trying to ensure that they are not making bad decisions
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that might have severe consequences. It can be seen as a balancing act between
protecting children from too much harm and at the same time teaching them how
to cope with the fact that sometimes engaging online has an ugly side. (Wisniewski
et al., 2014)
Social mediation strategies include active mediation of children’s Internet use,
which means talking to them about what they do online, sharing these activities and
guiding and offering help. Restrictive mediation includes making rules about what
children can do online, and monitoring means checking up on what children are
doing online, e.g., checking the messages on their instant messaging accounts or
their profiles on social media. (Hasebrink et al., 2011)
It is argued that restrictions reduce online risks, but also online opportunities
and skills (Dürager & Livingstone, 2012). Monitoring is sometimes recommended,
but there are concerns as to whether it is ethically acceptable (Magkos et al., 2014).
Active mediation is usually encouraged, as it is linked to lower risk and harm and
to children having more online activities and skills (Dürager & Livingstone, 2012).
Reduced digital skills are linked to restrictive or indulgent approaches, while adults
with better digital skills more likely monitor and actively mediate children’s online
activities (Wisniewski et al., 2014). In Finland, where active mediation of Internet
use and online safety is high, and restrictions are low, children use the Internet a
great deal but encounter fewer risks than in the other Nordic countries where the
usage is also high (R. Kupiainen et al., 2012). Young people in Finland also seem
to have more digital skills than children in other European countries (ibid).
According to the EUKids Online network, nine out of ten Europeans aged 9–
16 say that their parents actively mediate their Internet use, advising them about
Internet use and Internet safety, and they have restrictive rules at home; monitoring
is only experienced by half of the children. Parents are the main mediators
regarding safety. However, the role of teachers is also important, especially for
children from lower-income homes. Teachers mostly practice restrictive mediation
by setting rules for Internet use at school. Only one-quarter of the students say their
teachers have helped when something bothered them on the Internet; one in five
reports that their teachers have not engaged with them at all regarding Internet use.
However, this can reflect the fact that relatively few incidents bother children. On
the other hand, peers play a major role when children are seeking social support:
children turn to them first, whatever the problem. Three-quarters of children say
their peers have helped or supported their Internet use in practical matters, but not
as often when they are bothered by something. Again, this may reflect the fact that
few are bothered. (Hasebrink et al., 2011)
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Finnish parents practice above-average active mediation but below-average
restrictive mediation. In terms of active mediation, Finnish parents talk with their
children about the Internet and share online activities with them. To some extent,
Finnish parents and children do seem to disagree on how much parents mediate
children’s Internet use and online safety. For example, 98% of Finnish parents of
children aged 9–16 say that they actively mediate, but only 89% of children say
their parents do so. Regarding monitoring, the difference between children’s and
parents’ answers was 30%. Peer support and teacher mediation are also important
in Finland, with 86% of children saying that their friends have helped them to do
or find something on the Internet, and 95% say that teachers are engaged with them
concerning their Internet use. (R. Kupiainen et al., 2012)
For parents, it has been recommended to become aware of current online
threats and to try and understand what children are experiencing online and offline
(Anderson et al 2012). Generally speaking, parents are encouraged to take
measures to protect their children, as proactive parents are seen as “good” parents
(boyd & Hargittai, 2013). But people are notoriously bad at assessing risk (Glassner,
2000), especially in a new environment where they have little experience. Even
though parents are the most important mediators of children’s online safety, they
can be somewhat blind to what children are doing with technology; they might
struggle to understand how to set rules and boundaries regarding it, especially as
technology today is very personal and mobile (Yardi & Bruckman, 2011). For
example, concerning social media use, parents are often caught in a dilemma —
wanting their children to fit in and to widen their social circles, but at the same time
knowing that most social media are not designed for that age group (Livingstone,
Ólafsson, & Staksrud, 2013). Even though the parents want more transparency in
their children’s use of the Internet and mobile devices, they might also struggle
with their own unfamiliarity with technology (Yardi & Bruckman, 2011). Parents
also need support in order to strengthen family interaction, and it is important to
reinforce parental awareness of online safety and of online environments such as
social media that require new kinds of privacy management (R. Kupiainen et al.,
2012).
In the school environment, teachers incorporating digital technologies into
everyday life are more effective in promoting online safety in class as well,
compared to those less enthusiastic about digital technologies (Anastasiades &
Vitalaki, 2011). However, despite growing interest in digital literacy within
educational policies, guidance of how it should be included in teaching is lacking
(Hall, Atkins, & Fraser, 2014) and teachers can sometimes find themselves
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responsible for the delivery of online safety message with little support (Sharples,
Graber, Harrison, & Logan, 2009). Researchers have reported on teachers’ lack of
knowledge about online safety (Nguyên & Mark, 2014), cloud-based applications
(Lorenz et al., 2012), and activities in which children engage in (Lorenz et al.,
2012). Some have reported complexities when teachers connect with children
online (de Zwart, Henderson, Phillips, & Lindsay, 2010). Educating children about
online safety can indeed be problematic, especially if the children feel that they are
more competent technology-users than their teachers (Reid & Van Niekerk, 2014).
However, often a knowledge gap is erroneously presumed to exist between
educators and students. If such a gap does exist, it is definitely possible to close it
by acquiring skills and experience in interacting with digital technologies (Helsper
& Eynon, 2010). As some teachers might indeed lack skills in exploring the Internet
with children and giving guidance, a more systematic approach to online safety in
schools is advocated (Anastasiades & Vitalaki, 2011). If rules and procedures are
not defined, in many cases restrictive mediation is employed (Lorenz, Kikkas, &
Laanpere, 2011). Information campaigns targeted at teachers are recommended
(Hasebrink et al., 2011); as is training to increase teachers’ knowledge of threats,
policies, and programs, thus increasing their capability to provide help (Baker,
2010).
Schools are also advised to engage with parents and peers in online safety
education, as they can help shape children’s behaviour (Valcke, Schellens, Van Keer,
& Gerarts, 2007). While it can be difficult to effectively involve parents (Ozcinar
& Ekizoglu, 2013), schools can assist them in becoming Internet-savvy and help
them in monitoring home usage, thus strengthening home-school relationships
(Hernandez & Leung, 2004). Positive experiences also indicate that online safety
message can be better received from peers than from awareness-raising exercises
(Atkinson, Furnell, & Phippen, 2009).
Figure 7 summarizes social mediation strategies and important actors.
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Fig. 7. Social mediation.

From the point of view of children’s rights, it is important to acknowledge that
digital technologies are a part of their lives from an early age, and adults should
enhance children’s supply of information, opportunities for self-expression and
participation while providing support and awareness-building (Kotilainen, 2011;
Ólafsson et al., 2013b). Children need to be informed about online opportunities as
well as threats and risks in order to use the Internet in a safe and responsible manner
(Eurydice Network, 2010). To be successful, any education should be tied to
children’s experiences and relationships with media (Tuominen, 2013). Learning
through things that are important and meaningful to children makes it easier for
them to recognize, analyse and identify different phenomena online, and to
participate safely online (Tuominen, 2013). Making the right decisions cannot
protect children from all online threats, but good judgment is an important
contributor to appropriate online behaviour and decisions that promote online
safety (Wizniewski et al 2014).
2.3.4 Technical mediation
Technical mediation can be seen as an extension to social mediation in the sense
that a parent or a guardian can install an application on the child’s computer or
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phone to help mediate online safety. In addition to protecting the device itself from
viruses and malware, also other kinds of solutions for technical mediation are
available. These usually focus on monitoring or restricting use. They try to prevent
risk (Wisniewski et al., 2015) by filtering and restricting unwanted use (Hasebrink
et al., 2011). Some current solutions that can be used on a computer or on a mobile
device include Net Nanny (Net Nanny, n.d.), Qustudio (Qustudio, n.d.), Mamabear
(MamaBear, n.d.) and Mobile Quardian (MobileQuardian, n.d.).
Three-quarters of European parents of children aged 9–16 adopt technical
mediation through the use of parental control or other means of blocking and
filtering out some types of websites (Hasebrink et al., 2011). In Finland, 27% of
parents, but only 15% of children, say that parents block or filter out some types of
websites at home (R. Kupiainen et al., 2012).
Criticism regarding these kinds of software include that they are not very good
in blocking non-English-language content (Magkos et al., 2014). It has also been
said that there is a trade-off between underblocking, which means permitting sites
that should be blocked, and overblocking, which means blocking sites that should
be permitted: high security tends to lead to more false positives, and lower security
to false negatives (Magkos et al., 2014). Some have also argued that this kind of
preventative approach does not help children build resilience to the online risks that
they will eventually encounter (Wisniewski et al., 2015). There are also some
ethical considerations: although the law might give the parents legal grounds to
monitor their children online to keep them safe, it should be asked if full-scale
monitoring is ethically acceptable (Magkos et al., 2014).
Figure 8 summarizes technical mediation, and the criticism against it

Fig. 8. Technical mediation.
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2.3.5 Concepts of control, trust and involvement
During the early stages of the research project, while conducting the ‘discourses
survey’ presented in Article II of this thesis, the empirical, data-driven analysis that
my co-authors and I used allowed us to inductively identify discourses on control,
trust, and involvement that permeate the discussions concerning the mediation of
children’s online safety. Therefore, existing literature connected with these
concepts is included in this chapter.
Kirsch (1997) views control as including all the means that aim at predictable
behavior, and categorizes control into four different modes: formal modes of
control, including behavior control and outcome control; and informal modes of
control that include clan control and self-control. Behavior control is based on
defined rules and procedures (in my context: “our family has this set of rules for
good behavior and you need to follow them”). In outcome control, goals are set and
achieving them is rewarded (in my context: “when you have collected five stars for
good behavior, you will get a new toy”). In clan control, common values, beliefs,
and philosophies are created and acceptable behavior is reinforced (in my context:
“in our family we think that this a good way to behave; I will explain you why”);
and in self-control, goals are set by individuals who monitor, reward, and sanction
themselves (in my context: “it is good for me to behave this way”). (Kirsch, 1997)
Trust as a concept has been widely used in e.g. management literature, but
researchers have also faced difficulties when trying to find a universally accepted
definition for it and the term has even been used in incompatible ways (Kramer,
1999; McKnight & Chervany, 2001). Regarding trust between children and their
parents or other adults, sometimes parents have to rely on their children behaving
responsibly even when parents don’t know where their children exactly are or what
they do; that is, parents just have to trust their children’s good intentions, knowing
that there is a possible risk of children behaving in unwanted ways (Kerr, Stattin,
& Trost, 1999). In line with this, I define trust based on McKnight and Chervany
(2001) and in line with Jøsang and Presti (2004) as ‘the extent to which one party
is willing to depend on somebody, in a given situation with a feeling of relative
security, even though negative consequences are possible’.
I do not see trust and control as mutually excluding each other or as opposites.
For example Kerr et al. (1999) suggest that parental trust is based on knowledge of
their children’s past and present behavior. This knowledge can be obtained by
children voluntarily sharing information with their parents (“child disclosure”);
parents actively asking for information from their children (“parental solicitation”);
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or, parents setting rules and restrictions (“parental control”) (Stattin & Kerr, 2000).
Such measures can also be considered as forms of parental involvement, which is
also a multidimensional concept with a multitude of definitions attached to it (Fan
& Chen, 2001). Based on an extensive literature review, it has been argued that it
includes parent-child communication, parental supervision, parents’ aspirations for
children, and parents’ active participation (Fan & Chen, 2001).
Hence, in my context one can summarize that parents may exercise formal
control by setting rules, goals, and rewards regarding their children’s online
behavior. On the other hand, through solicitation and involvement, and by teaching
their children appropriate values (Nouwen et al., 2015), parents may exercise
informal modes of control and try to create a basis for trust. Close and caring
relationships between children and parents, together with an appropriate amount of
parental control, is believed to reduce levels of children’s undesirable conduct
(Fletcher, Steinberg, & Williams-Wheeler, 2004).
The concepts of control, trust and involvement are illustrated in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Control, trust and involvement.
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2.4

Synthesis of related research

This chapter offers a combined, somewhat simplified synthesis of the main findings
of my literature review, illustrated in figure 10.

Fig. 10. Summary of related research.

Children engage online in a variety of activities, characterized as hanging out,
geeking out and messing around. Their presence on social media is increasingly
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prevalent and important. Online safety can be seen as a developmental process, and
more use has been seen to result in more skills. However, there has been a
substantial increase in Internet usage by young children, whose presence on social
media can be risky in many respects. The threats associated with Internet use have
been divided into content threats, contact threats, conduct threats, and
computer/Internet threats. Most European teens and preteens are quite skilled in
online safety; however, younger children more likely lack skills and confidence.
Fortunately, there are many actors and efforts involved in trying to keep
children safe online. To accomplish information security and personal safety of
children, industry mediation offers privacy policies and settings in services and
enforces age limits; it also applies mechanisms to screen out offensive content, but
these may not be very accurate and might generate many false positive alerts.
Technical mediation can be employed, but criticism against software for filtering
and restricting has also been expressed. Moreover, there are ethical considerations
related to this. Different policies and educational efforts, on the other hand, include
diverse efforts to promote digital learning in schools, various e-governance
initiatives, digital participation, and digital literacy and online safety. Regarding
social mediation, different kinds of strategies can be employed, e.g., active
mediation of children’s Internet use, restricting the use or monitoring it. Parents are
the main agents; however, the role of teachers and peers are also important.
Discourses on trust, control, and involvement appear to permeate discussions
concerning the mediation of children’s online safety.
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3

Materials and methods

This chapter first introduces the approach to research used in this thesis, followed
by a description of nexus analysis as a theoretical lens, and as a research framework.
Next, the study setting, the data collection, and the methods of analysis are
explained regarding how they occurred in the nexus analytical research process.
3.1

Qualitative, interpretive research

In my research, I combine both qualitative and quantitative methods and data.
Qualitative data tends to be open-ended without predetermined responses, while
quantitative data usually includes closed-ended responses such as found in
questionnaires or psychological instruments (Creswell, 2014. pp 14). I believe that
a combination of both qualitative and quantitative data will help me gain a more
complete understanding of the research area than either approach alone.
That being said, I am a qualitative researcher at heart, and my philosophical
perspective to research is interpretive; I agree that “qualitative inquiry is
fundamentally interpretive – experiences do not speak for themselves... As a
qualitative field worker you cannot view your task as simply a matter of gathering
and generating ‘facts’ about ‘what happened’. Rather you engage in an active
process of interpretation: Noting some things significant, noting but ignoring
something as insignificant, and missing other potential things altogether” (Leedy
& Ormrod, 2005. pp 150). In other words, I believe that what qualitative researchers
call data is not objective reality, but actually serves in the search for our best
understanding about our research subjects’ comprehension about what they are
doing.
3.2

Nexus analysis as a theoretical lens

I have used nexus analysis as a theoretical lens in my research, It has roots in
interactional linguistic and discourse analysis. The term “discourse” can be used to
describe ways in which people engage with each other and communicate at a micro
level (here and now, face-to-face) and macro level (societal public discourse,
academic discourse). Discourse analysis would either be the analysis of unfolding
moments of social interaction, or a broader socio-political-cultural analysis of
relationships among social groups and power interests in the society. (Scollon &
Scollon, 2004b, pp. 8)
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Nexus analysis is a way to strategize the union of these two different levels of
analysis. Scollon and Scollon (2004b, pp. 8) maintain that broader social issues are
grounded in micro actions and vice versa. In other words, nexus analysis is
interested both in discourses in specific place and time, as well as in the broad
discourses of our everyday social life and how they are engaged in our everyday
life.
In nexus analysis, the basic unit of analysis is social action that is seen to take
place at an intersection (or nexus) of historical bodies of the actors involved, the
interaction order that they produce, and the discourses in place (Scollon & Scollon,
2004b, pp.19, 153). This is illustrated in figure 11 below.

Fig. 11. Key concepts of nexus analysis (Applied from Scollon and Scollon (2004)).

The social action to be studied in this thesis is mediation of children’s online safety.
The concepts of historical body, interaction order, and discourses in place are
somewhat intertwined and not always easy to analytically separate from each other.
However, below I will describe what is meant by them, and how they show up in
practice.
The term discourses in place was first introduced by Scollon and Scollon (2003)
to point out that all social action happens at some place and time, which play a part
on how that social action is constructed. Discourses in place enable action or are
used to mediate action. They take shape through spoken or written words, but also
through the aspects of the social setting that brings people together, the concrete
design and practices (e.g., of a classroom), and different semiotic aggregates
accessible via computer screens (Kuure, 2015). The term basically guides the
researcher to examine which of those discourses are foregrounded for a specific
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social action, in that specific place and time. For example, the broader discourses
circulating in society can affect the social action of a teacher mediating children’s
online safety.
The term historical body was first introduced by Nishida (1958). It means that
all actors can be seen as having “a lifetime of personal habits” (Scollon & Scollon,
2004b), gatherings of actions, memories, and experiences (Lane, 2014), and our
past influencing our present. Different actors involved in any social action can play
the same role differently, depending on their history of personal experience
(Scollon & Scollon, 2004b). For example, teachers’ personal histories and
experiences as students, teachers, and digital technology users may shape their
action of mediating children’s online safety in their classrooms. In addition to
personal experiences, historical body also takes shape due to current trends,
discourses and news at the societal or global level (Kinnula, Laari-Salmela, & Iivari,
2015).
Interaction order is a term first introduced by Goffman (1981), and used to
direct attention to the behaviour and interaction of people in the presence of others.
The participants’ talk, physical positioning, and movements among others might
change when they are in different groups or roles, following conventionalized
norms. This might in turn affect the social action being investigated. For example,
teachers can talk about online safety differently while interacting with different
actors.
In the field of information systems and human-computer interaction, nexus
analysis has been previously used to study technology adoption in schools (Kinnula
et al., 2015), digital technology design with children (Molin-Juustila, Kinnula,
Iivari, Kuure, & Halkola, 2015) and the role of information infrastructuring in the
school context (Halkola & Iivari, 2014; Halkola, Iivari, Kinnula, Kuure, & MolinJuustila, 2014). I chose nexus analysis as a theoretical framework for my research,
because it has been found to be suitable for studying complex, distributed social
action that are bound in the histories of actors and institutions across varying
timeframes (Kinnula et al., 2015) — which is precisely what I believe the mediation
of children’s online safety to be.
I like the fact that in nexus analysis, one focuses on discourse in action, not just
discourse as action. This means that even though nexus analysis focuses on
discourses, the purpose is not to only analyze language (or text); rather, discourse
is treated as one tool for mediating action (Lane, 2014). Nexus analysis also allows
me to expand my perspectives: In addition to the important discourses concerning
children’s online safety both on the micro and macro level, it allows me to take into
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account the history and background of the actors involved, to examine how they
interact with each other, and how the place and time where the action takes place
might affect it. The central concepts of discourses in place, historical body and
interaction order are all intertwined, each revealing a particular view regarding the
same social action. This will be used in this thesis as a lens to see how different
actors, their histories and interaction with each other, and the discourses in place
shape the social action of mediating children’s online safety.
3.3

Nexus analysis as a research framework

In addition to providing a theoretical lens to analyse the data, nexus analysis gives
the researcher a research framework to follow. It draws on theories, methods, and
concepts from approaches like ethnography, interaction analysis, qualitative and
participatory research (Scollon & Scollon, 2004b). Nexus analysis combines
different research approaches (e.g., ethnography, interaction analysis, and
qualitative study of different types) in a sequence of steps of engaging, navigating
and changing. This allows the study of phenomena as they unfold in social
(inter)action in situ while inherently bound in their historical trajectories across
multiple timescales. It involves a participatory stance, as the researcher steps into
the community itself. Thus it is well-suited for studies where researchers intend for
change and work actively with the research subjects.
Engaging means identifying the social action and the relevant community for
study and entering into a zone of identification with its members, i.e., becoming
acknowledged as a legitimate member in the community as a researcher. The
second step of nexus analysis is called navigating – looking for answers through
different kinds of methods and data. Contribution to change is a conscious step in
nexus analysis; however, it is recognized throughout the analysis that “processes of
change are the results of the activities of the researcher in recording the actions,
engaging in discourses with participants, and constructing new courses of action”
(Scollon & Scollon, 2004a). In line with this, I believe that change starts from the
moment the researcher contacts the research participants, and it happens
continuously throughout the project, even when the researcher does not have a
special agenda for change, through the collaboration between different actors
during research.
Engaging, navigating and changing can be seen as broader subsequent phases
in the research as illustrated in table 2, and further discussed in the following
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chapters. However, in practice with nexus analysis, engaging, navigating and
changing proceed intertwiningly and recurrently throughout the study.
Table 2. Nexus analysis phases and connected research steps.
Nexus analysis phase

Research step

Engaging

Literature review
Discourses survey
Participant selection and study setting

Navigating

Teacher interviews
Surveys with children and parents

Changing

Workshops with children
Contribution to science and practice

In my research, nexus analysis has been used as a lens to bring richness to the
analysis both in the papers and in the discussion part of this thesis. However, it
should be noted that during the different phases, it has been used with varying
depths. For example, while all of the phases of nexus analysis have been gone
through, the nexus analytical concepts of historical body, interaction order and
discourses in place did not guide the data collection, nor were they used as an
analytical lens in all of the articles.
3.4

Engaging

3.4.1 Literature review
I started “engaging” by conducting an academic literature review about children
and their online safety to find out what kind of relevant research is currently
ongoing and where the academic interest lies. I selected a traditional narrative
literature review method, as the aim was “to gather together a volume of literature
in a specific subject area and summarizing and synthesizing it” (Cronin, Ryan, &
Coughlan, 2008). A narrative literature review can inspire research ideas by
identifying research gaps and inconsistencies (Cronin et al., 2008).
I employed three strategies to collect the literature used in this review. First, I
used Google Scholar to search with keywords and phrases such as “social media,”
“children,” “online safety” and “information security” as well as different
variations of these. Second, databases such as Scopus, ProQuest, ACM and Web of
Science were used to perform searches with the same terms. These strategies were
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selected for the information search after consulting with the informatic officer for
Information Processing Science at the library of Oulu University, who advised me
of the most central databases in our field, showed me their basic functionalities,
and helped me to form my queries. An example search I carried out in the Scopus
database is as follows: ( TITLE-ABS-KEY ( "social media" OR facebook OR
instagram OR twitter OR "social network" OR sns OR Internet OR www )
AND TITLE-ABS-KEY ( "information security" OR privacy OR trust OR
"cyber security" OR "Internet security" OR “online safety” ) AND TITLE-ABSKEY ( child* OR youth OR young OR kids OR adolescent* OR "digital
native*" ) ). Finally, additional literature was obtained by going through the
reference lists of the articles. A paper trail was established to keep track and to
avoid repeating tasks and searches.
I limited the search to include only articles written in English and Finnish, but
did not concentrate on specific journals, conferences, databases, or fields of
research, as the aim was to gain as rich picture as possible of the ongoing research.
Because of this, I did not limit the publication years of the articles. As children’s
online safety is a diverse field of study, my final dataset included papers from a
variety of fields, including human-computer interaction, media and communication
studies, psychology, pedagogy and sociology. The inclusion/exclusion criteria was
based on my own insight and judgment of the relevance of the examined studies
(cf. Boell & Cecez-Kecmanovic, 2014; Hart, 1999).
The analysis of the literature review data was an iterative process consisting of
three main activities: data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing. Data
reduction starts immediately, when the researcher decides on the research questions,
or what kind of data or cases to include; it continues throughout any qualitativelyoriented project for example through writing summaries, coding, teasing out
themes, and writing memos. It sharpens, sorts, focuses, discards and organizes data
in a way that allows conclusions to be drawn. Data displays mean organized,
compressed assemblies of information that allow conclusion drawing (e.g.,
matrices, graphs, charts, organized texts). Finally, conclusion drawing means
noting regularities, patterns, and explanations that might start from the beginning
of data collection, but become more explicit and grounded as the data collection
proceeds. (Miles & Huberman, 1994)
My final dataset included a total of 318 articles or book chapters that were
organized into a web-based bibliography and database manager (RefWorks). For
easier analysis, I prepared review matrixes to document relevant information about
each piece of material. When going through the material, I found that literature
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discussing children online and their safety could be categorized under three broader
themes: “what they do,” i.e. children’s online activities, “what we fear” will
threaten children online, and “what we do” to make them safe. When coding the
material, I discovered further subcategories under each theme. The process was
iterative, and I went through the material several times until no new categories
could be identified. Next, it was time to proceed with narrating the findings of the
literature review. First my co-authors reviewed the matrixes and we discussed
categories and subcategories discovered. As most papers could be categorized into
more than one category (i.e., papers that discussed what threatens children online
also most likely discussed their online activities to some extent), a quantitative
analysis on how many papers fall under each category and subcategory did not
seem meaningful. Instead, my co-authors and I decided to prepare a narrative
synthesis of the literature review using some of the collected papers to exemplify
the themes, in order to provide the reader an easy-to-read background for
understanding the current knowledge in the area and highlighting the significance
of new knowledge (Cronin et al., 2008).
The initial literature review resulted in the finalization of my research plan and
research questions, as well as in Article I that was co-authored with Netta Iivari and
Marianne Kinnula and published in the Scandinavian Conference of Information
Systems in August 2015. The literature review process continued throughout the
entire PhD project based on the needs of each following article.
3.4.2 Discourses survey
A ‘discourses survey’ is one of the data collection tools used in a nexus analysis. It
can be used in the initial phases of the project to e.g. to find the central discourses
within an important issue (Scollon & Scollon, 2004b). A discourses survey is
conducted by collecting information about the phenomena in different media, such
as news, websites, and governmental documents as well as more informal online
discussions in blogs or discussion forums. Data gathered are then analysed to see
which discourses seem to be of current interest (Scollon & Scollon, 2004b). In
nexus analysis, discourses are seen to exist both at a micro (here and now) and
macro (societal) levels. Feeling that a discourses survey is a good tool for collecting
naturally emerging data that reveals how people in our society respond to these
issues without any intervention, I decided to use it to see what kinds of issues
concerning children’s online safety are of interest to the general population, and
who are the actors whose voices I hear. In other words, in the discourses survey I
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concentrated on the macro/societal level, while later on in the empirical part I
studied the situation on a micro level.
As I decided to conduct the discourses survey in the Finnish-speaking open
Internet, using a search engine to collect data was a logical choice. More
specifically, the data collection for this study was carried out using the Google
search engine. I collected material concerning children and their online safety using
18 different search word combinations such as “children + Internet”, “children +
social media”, “children + safety” and “children + information security”. I carried
out the search in Finnish language, and limited the publication dates between
1.10.2014-31.3.2015. In addition, I collected further material by going through the
related articles and links in the collected materials, and by doing a separate content
search on the most popular discussion forum of Finland, called suomi24.fi. I
screened the forum for relevant threads published during the aforementioned time
period. During the discourses survey, I established a paper trail to keep track and
to avoid repeating tasks and searches.
Because Google uses personalization to filter search results, some issues
should be addressed. The searches in Google are personalized based on location,
search history (Google account), browsing history (cookies), activity in other parts
of Google, the device that is used, and what other people have clicked on when
they carry out similar searches; Google examines these factors using information
stored in a cookie with 180 days of data, and refines the search results using this
information (Coursey, 2009; Google, n.d.). In this study, no history information or
cookies were stored on the PC I used for data collection; they were cleared every
time the browser was closed. I do have a Google account, but do not connect to it
automatically from the PC that was used for data collection. In addition, I selected
in the account settings for Google not to trace searches; I went through every page
of the results, not just the first few pages with the most popular items. The PC
location was visible, and Google’s local country version gives priority to Finnish
language content, but I do not see this as a problem as I had already limited the
search results in the settings to only Finnish-language content.
I imported the obtained material to RefWorks together with relevant
information, such as author information, keywords, and links to the original
location. My final dataset included a total of 338 sources. The different source types
are illustrated in table 3.
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Table 3. Discourses survey sources.
Source type

Identification

News article

N#

References
141

Magazine/tabloid

MT#

39

Website

W#

49

Slide share

S#

9

Blog post

B#

41

Discussion

D#

59

For easier analysis, I then transferred the data to qualitative-data analysis software
(NVivo). The analysis of the discourses survey data was an iterative process
consisting of three main activities: data reduction, data display, and conclusion
drawing (Miles & Huberman, 1994). In the first phase of analysis, I read through
each Internet source, and coded text into different categories and themes
concerning the children’s online safety (e.g., industry mediation: age limits, or
technical mediation: ad- and pop-up blockers). The process was iterative, and I
went through each source several times until no new categories could be identified.
Next, it was time to discuss the findings in a group. First, I pulled reports out
of NVivo and the results of coding were discussed with co-authors in order to
identify those topics that receive the most attention in society, and to map out other
interesting results. Here, we identified discourses of control, trust and involvement
that were permeating public discussion concerning children’s online safety. Based
on our discussion, I returned to the iterative process of coding the material under
these discourses. The results of this second round of coding were also discussed
among the group. Finally, we compared the findings with existing research and
discussed their implications for both research and design.
My co-authors and I progressed with the analysis through narrating findings,
including as much empirical evidence as possible in the account. The discourses
survey resulted in article II that was co-authored with Netta Iivari and Marianne
Kinnula and published in the Interaction Design and Children conference in June
2016.
3.4.3 Participant selection and study setting
Based on the literature review and the discourses survey, I identified the focus of
my study as the social action of mediation of children’s online safety. I then started
looking for participants for the empirical part of my research. I engaged at a more
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local level by introducing myself and my research at selected primary schools in
my area. Primary schools were selected because more research related to younger
children has been encouraged (Ólafsson et al., 2013b; Walamies, 2011), and in
Finland, primary school children are aged 7–12. Furthermore, there is a lack of
research concerning the role of parents and teachers in mediating children’s online
safety (Ólafsson et al., 2013b; Wright, 2015), and local primary schools could
enable me to reach not only children, but also teachers and parents.
Primary school is a part of compulsory basic education in Finland. Compulsory
education lasts for 9 years and consists of primary school (students aged 7–12) and
lower secondary school (students aged 13–15). The goal of the basic education is
“to support pupils’ growth towards humanity and ethically responsible membership
of society and to provide them with the knowledge and skills needed in life”
(Finnish National Board of Education, n.d.). All schools follow a core curriculum
set by the National Board of Education, local education authorities draw up their
own curricula within the framework and schools create their own interpretation of
that (Finnish National Board of Education, n.d.). There is room for local or regional
specificities (Finnish Ministry of Education and Culture, 2013).
To ensure the quality of teaching, Finnish basic education teachers are required
to hold a Master’s degree (Finnish Ministry of Education and Culture, 2013). They
have pedagogic independence: they follow the school-specific curriculum, but
inside the classroom they are allowed to work with children as they see fit (Finnish
Ministry of Education and Culture, 2013). In PISA (Program for International
Student Assessment) results, Finland has been ranked high for years (S. Kupiainen,
Hautamäki, & Karjalainen, 2009). Due to the pedagogic independence of teachers,
Finland is a good place to carry out research with children; within the normal
boundaries of the school, the teachers have the freedom to decide to take part in
research if they feel that it is useful to the children and helps them accomplish the
goals set in the core curriculum.
The primary schools that I approached were selected using convenience and
purposive sampling. I contacted the headmasters of four schools in Oulu area to
introduce my research. These four schools were selected because although I had no
prior experience conducting research in a school environment, my research group
already had contacts with them. All of the contacted headmasters gave me the green
light to approach their teachers after hearing about my research.
Participating classes were again selected using purposive and voluntary
sampling. As some of the data collection tools require the children to read and to
be able to analyze their own behaviour at a certain level, I approached only teachers
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of grades 3 to 6 (students aged 9–12). I asked all of the teachers in the participating
four schools teaching grades 3 to 6 to take part. I also sent out two reminder emails.
Altogether, 9 teachers from three different schools out of the contacted 43 teachers
(20.9%) initially agreed to take part with their classes after hearing about the project.
This is illustrated in figure 12.

Fig. 12. Contacted schools and teachers.

Those teachers that volunteered for the research commented that they saw it as an
opportunity to discuss online safety issues in their classes. I do not know the reasons
for individual teachers not considering participation – I can only speculate.
However, I can see that participating in my research for three different phases might
appear to entail a lot of work and a big commitment. At this point, I considered
contacting additional schools and trying to recruit more teachers. However, after
discussing the issue with my supervisors and considering time constraints of the
research — including the fact that I was conducting the research alone — we came
to the conclusion that I do not have enough resources to increase the number of
participating classes. I decided to proceed with data collection in the three
participating schools. The volunteering teachers taught grades 4 and 5, which
further limited the ages of the participating children from the initially selected 9–
12 years to 10–12 years. At this point, the participating classes were all given an
ID code, which can be seen in parentheses in figure 12.
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3.5

Navigating

3.5.1 Teacher interviews
I started engaging with my research participants and navigating with semistructured interviews with all of the volunteering primary school teachers. I
prepared an interview guide based on the literature review with central themes and
questions (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005). The interview guide is included as appendix 1
to this thesis. The interview themes were teachers’ own digital technology and
Internet use; children’s digital technology and Internet use; online safety education
at schools; and existing guidelines and training related to teaching online safety. In
the interviews, I let the conversation flow freely, tried to stay neutral in my own
language and reactions and tried not to ask any leading questions (Leedy & Ormrod,
2005).
I interviewed all of the volunteering 9 primary school teachers from the three
participant schools in the Oulu area in this phase. Six interviewees were male, and
three were female. The ages of the interviewees varied from the late 20s to over 50.
The interview durations ranged from 20 minutes to little over an hour. Time
constraints had to be taken into account, as I interviewed the teachers during regular
school hours.
As nine interviewees can be considered a relatively low sample size, some
issues concerning it should be addressed. My initial intention was to have alarger
number of participant for this phase of the research. However, I received feedback
from some teachers that they would consider taking part only if I promised to come
personally to conduct the surveys and the workshops with the children as well. This
is perfectly understandable, but as mentioned before, we discussed the sample size
with my supervisors and came to the agreement that in this case, less is more. For
a mainly qualitative work, this was a good sample size. Moreover, attempting to
increase the number of participants would not have been possible in the timeframe
of the research, considering that I was alone in charge of planning and executing
the data collection.
The teacher interviews and durations are illustrated in figure 13.
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Fig. 13. Interviewed teachers from participant schools.

I video- and audio-recorded the interviews and they were transcribed word for word
by a professional transcription service (Tutkimustie Oy). The transcripts excluded
filler words, repetitions, pauses, and sounds of agreement by the interviewer. All
interviewees were informed that they can be sent transcripts of the interviews if
they want to check them, if there are any misunderstandings, or if they want to add
something. The physical transcripts are stored in a locked space and all of the digital
material is stored on my personal computer that is password-protected. The digital
data is also backed up to two separate locations.
I transferred the data to NVivo for easier analysis. The analysis of the interview
data was an iterative process consisting of three main activities: data reduction, data
display, and conclusion drawing (Miles & Huberman, 1994). First, I coded data
from each interview in different interview themes and subcategories that emerged
from the data (e.g., digital technology use at schools: smart phones, or mediating
online safety: problems encountered). The coding process was iterative, and I went
through each interview several times until I could identify no new categories.
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Next it was time to start working in a group, and prepare the article concerning
the surveys. In this phase, I gave all of the participating teachers a unique identifier,
and anonymized their quotations. First, reports were pulled out of NVivo and
discussed between co-authors, in order to find those topics that received the most
attention in the teachers’ talk. The discourses of trust, control and involvement that
we identified before in the discourses survey were used as a sensitizing device, and
nexus analysis lens was used to identify how the teachers’ historical bodies and
their interaction with other actors shaped how teachers mediate children’s online
safety. Finally, we compared our findings with existing research and discussed
implications concerning how teachers and schools could be better supported in the
mediation of children’s online safety.
My co-authors and I progressed through narrating findings, including as much
empirical evidence as possible in the account. The teacher interviews resulted in
article IV that I co-authored with Marianne Kinnula and Netta Iivari, and published
at the Scandinavian Conference of Information Systems in August 2017.
3.5.2 Surveys with children and parents
Next, I carried out the quantitative portion of my data collection and analysis. 8
classes out of the 9 original volunteering classes from three schools in Oulu area
took part in this phase together with the parents.
The participating classes, as well as the number of participating children and
parents from each class are illustrated in figure 14. As you can see, the teacher of
class K2d decided to drop out of the research after the interviews, teacher
explaining that they had quite a busy spring ahead of them so they could not commit
to the research at that point.
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Fig. 14. Survey participants.

I selected the participating children using voluntary sampling. I asked all children
in the respective classes to participate, and sent information about the research to
their parents together with an informed consent form. I introduced myself and my
topic in the leaflet, and explained the purpose of my research, as well as how the
data will be collected and used. I also included my contact information in the leaflet
in case they wish to ask me about anything. I assured them that children will remain
anonymous in the research, and their answers will be confidential. The information
leaflet sent to the parents and the consent form are included as appendix 2 of this
thesis (in Finnish).
With the children, I collected data concerning their Internet usage, online
threats encountered, online safety skills and conduct, and their perceptions of online
safety mediation strategies that their parents use. I based the survey themes on the
literature review and teacher interviews. I decided to use existing, already-validated
survey instruments as the basis of my questionnaire, as I have limited experience
in quantitative data collection and analysis. I started with a literature review of
survey studies concerning children’s online safety using Google Scholar services
without limiting the dates of the published articles. During the process, I collected
48 articles, and went through them one by one to see what kind of research
instruments they used and if these were available to the public. Because the
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participating children were young, I paid special attention to the design of the
survey and individual questions, and it consisted of 26 closed-ended survey
questions that I selected from existing age-appropriate survey instruments (EU
Kids Online network, 2014; McQuade & Sampat, 2008; Pääjärvi, 2012; Suoninen,
2013), and tweaked some answer alternatives based on teacher interviews and
current social media surveys (Aarnio & Multisilta, 2012; ebrand Suomi Oy &
Oulun kaupungin sivistys ja kulttuuripalvelut, 2015).
I selected the EU Kids Online survey (EU Kids Online network, 2014) as well
as the Finnish national media barometer surveys (Pääjärvi, 2012; Suoninen, 2013)
as my main instruments, as they included questions that were relevant to my
research, were publicly available and extensively tested.
Both of my supervisors initially commented on the survey, as did two
professors in the department of information processing science with experience in
quantitative research. As a result, some questions were removed for various reasons,
e.g., being repetitive and making the survey too long. Before I conducted the survey,
it was also sent to the participating teachers in an email for review and commenting.
The teachers had a week to get to know the survey and make comments. After the
survey was finalized, it was pilot-tested with one class (21 children). Even though
some questions had already been removed from the survey, it was still quite long,
and I was concerned that it might be too long. However, neither the teachers who
commented on the survey nor the children who pilot-tested it found this to be a
problem, as we scheduled small breaks between different sections and added small,
voluntary drawing and writing assignments there. After teacher review and pilot
testing, only small grammatical errors were corrected. The survey conducted with
the children is included as appendix 3 of this thesis (in Finnish).
I proceeded to collect data from the children at school during regular classes
where a teacher was present. Before distributing the paper-based survey forms, I
informed the children that even though they have consent from their parents to
participate, they can still choose not to. I also informed the children that they can
at any time choose to skip any question or step in the process, or quit altogether.
There were also the options to select “prefer not to say”, as well as “don’t know”
included in the survey that allowed the children to not answer any questions that
they don’t feel comfortable answering. I included only those children who wanted
to take part, and who received consent from their parents, in the sample. In some
classes, the teacher asked the children without research permit to fill out the survey
for classroom purposes. In such cases, the teacher was asked to ensure that the
survey answers from these children were not submitted to the researcher.
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When the children filled out the survey, I explained every question and the
answer alternatives using PowerPoint slides. I was able to carry out the survey in
all of the participating classes in under 40 minutes. The survey was anonymous,
and after the children were done answering, they put the answer sheet in a selfsealed envelope before handing them in so that neither I nor the teacher could see
how the child answered (Livingstone, Kirwil, Ponte, & Staksrud, 2014).
Altogether, 173 children had parental consent to participate in the research3.
During the day of the survey, 141 children were present and wanted to take part
(excluding the 21 children that took part in pilot testing). Of these, 50% of the
respondents were girls, 50% respondents were boys. The age and gender of the
participating children is illustrated in table 4.
Table 4. Age and gender of the children participating in the surveys
Age

Girls (N = 70)

Boys (N = 71)

Total (N = 141)

10

18

25

43

11

37

36

73

12

15

10

25

With the parents/guardians, I collected data concerning how they view their
children’s online safety skills and conduct, and what are their strategies in online
safety mediation. As the purpose was to compare children’s and parent’s answers,
the questions mirrored those in the children’s survey, but the survey was shorter. It
consisted of nine closed-ended questions. I pilot-tested the parent survey with four
adults who have primary school-aged children. The survey conducted with the
parents is included as appendix 4 to this thesis (in Finnish).
I sent the survey to the parents and guardians of the children in the participating
classes in the same envelope as the information leaflet and consent forms. Those
parents who chose to do so filled in the questionnaire at home and sent it
anonymously to me in a sealed envelope. A total of 163 guardians (72% female,
28% male, aged 31–56) took part in the survey. The age distribution of the
participating parents and guardians is illustrated in figure 15.

3

In original publication III of this thesis, this number is erroneously marked to be 174
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Fig. 15. Age distribution of the parents participating in the surveys.

The physical survey files of both the children and parents are stored in a locked
space, and all of the digital material is stored on my personal computer that is
password-protected, and backed up to two separate locations.
I coded the data from the surveys into two Excel files to facilitate analysis. The
codebook for the children’s survey is included as appendix 5 of this thesis. It also
includes all of the questions and the answer alternatives translated into English, as
well as the sources for each original question and the possible changes made. The
codebook for the parents’ survey is included as appendix 6 of this thesis. It also
includes all of the questions and the answer alternatives translated into English.
After coding the data, I summarized the answers to different questions in the
form of tables. Then I used the tables to form charts from which the distribution of
data can be seen more clearly. I chose stacked bar charts for the graphical
presentation of the survey results to illustrate the distribution of data in a convenient
form. In the first round of analysis, I looked at the answers of both children and
their guardians as a whole, and wrote summaries about the results of each question.
Next it was time to start working in a group to prepare the article concerning
the surveys. First, I discussed the summaries of the survey data with co-authors in
order to map out interesting results. When looking at the summaries concerning
children’s general Internet and social media use, we decided that these results
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would not be included in the article, because although they would serve as an
interesting background, they had relatively little new to offer. Instead, we noticed
that there seem to be significant differences in the children’s and parents’ opinions
concerning how skilled the children are as Internet users, and how much parents
are mediating their online safety. This was something that we wanted to investigate
further by using quantitative analysis techniques to assess if the differences found
are statistically significant. As I am not familiar with quantitative data analysis, this
phase was carried out by Dr. Dorina Rajanen, who also acted as one of my coauthors of the paper. Comparisons between the parents’ and children’s answers
concerning children’s online safety conduct and skills, as well as between the
perceptions of children and parents on parental mediation of online safety, were
tested for significant differences by Dorina using the Mann-Whitney (M-W) test in
a software meant for analyzing quantitative data (SPSS). Gender differences were
also assessed by Dorina employing the M-W test. Finally, in the last round of
analysis, we compared our results with earlier research to see if they are similar to
their findings of if there are any new developments.
My co-authors and I proceeded to narrate the findings. The surveys resulted in
article III that was co-written with Marianne Kinnula, Netta Iivari and Dorina
Rajanen, and published at the British Human Computer Interaction conference in
July 2017.
3.6

Changing

In nexus analysis, change can be seen as a conscious step in the process. On the
other hand, a researcher contributes to change also by just engaging in discourses
with the research participants and recording their actions (Scollon & Scollon, 2004a)
even without a definite agenda for change. I believe that the change in my project
started immediately, when I contacted the teachers and told them about my project.
It continued throughout the project through different phases in data collection and
contact with teachers, children and their parents. I believe I contributed to the
change in the social action of mediating children’s online safety, and to the change
in people participating in it by encouraging them to think about the issues of online
safety more closely in their everyday lives.
I have also contributed to change through each article that resulted from the
research steps described in the previous sections. Through these articles I have
contributed to academic discussion concerning the mediation of young children’s
online safety, and have offered some guidelines and concrete suggestions regarding
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how mediational means for this area could be developed. There is, however, still
one research step to describe wherein I made a more conscious step towards change:
Inviting the children to engage with and evaluate existing safety education targeted
at them, and to offer their own design recommendations for their future
development. These workshops with children are discussed in the following section,
and the overall contribution of this thesis to science and practice is discussed in
more detail in chapter 6 of this thesis.
3.6.1 Workshops with children
There is a lack of research regarding what kinds of educational tools addressing
online safety are effective and what are not, and because of this, new interventions
likely fail to learn from the mistakes of previous ones (Ólafsson et al., 2013b. pp
32). It has been suggested that further research with younger children could also
help to inform the development of future educational strategies (Wisniewski et al.,
2014). Towards this end, the last step of my empirical data collection entailed
returning to the schools to work with the children and to find out how they evaluate
and engage with the existing online safety education targeting them, and what kind
of design recommendations they offer regarding the development of such solutions.
I selected the different educational tools to be evaluated based on teacher
interviews and recommendations, where the teachers emphasized the importance
of exercises that make the children think about their actions. Teachers also believed
that children like learning through gaming, as well as through entertaining videos
that can be used to support teaching. Before the workshops, I sent the teachers an
introduction to 10 different educational tools that meet their criteria. I wanted to
include as many as possible. However, we settled on three as, based on the teachers’
feedback, including any more might take too much time and tire out the children.
The tools selected for evaluation that the teachers felt sounded most useful and
current were the following:
–

–
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A video and discussion task concerning social media and privacy, online
friends and bullying. The video from the Finnish Media Literacy School is
targeted at children aged 10–12 and is freely available online (Mediataitokoulu,
2015).
An online game about children’s rights. The game has been produced by the
Finnish Ombudsman for Children in collaboration with Agora Game Lab and
is freely available online (Ombudsman for Children & Agora Game Lab, 2009).

–

An information search and mind-mapping exercise with the purpose of
motivating the children to search for information online, and to think about
their own online activities. The task was developed by the 4H Club and is freely
available online (4H Organization of Finland, n.d.).

There are many ways of evaluating a product with children, including focus groups,
sticky-noting, surveys, and field studies (Fails, Guha, & Druin, 2012). I chose to
carry out data collection through workshops during which the children filled out
simple surveys and evaluated what is good, what is bad, and what should be
changed about a possible solution, as advised by Fails, Guha and Druin (2012). In
addition, I asked the children whether they feel they learned something during each
task (subjective self-reporting). At the end of the workshop, I asked the children to
further brainstorm ideas on what kind of education they would like to receive.
During the brainstorming phase, I encouraged a free flow of ideas and told the
children that their ideas do not have to be realistic or feasible, as suggested by Fails
et al. (2012).
The workshops were held during regular school hours for each class and the
teacher was present all the time. At the beginning of the workshops, I introduced
myself and the research, explained the purpose of the workshop, stressed the
importance of children’s contribution in designing education for them, tried to
reassure the children that their input is important and noted that rather than just
looking for one correct answer, all ideas are valued and honest answers encouraged
(Druin, 2002). I reserved three teaching hours with each class to go through the
tasks. In the beginning of each class, I introduced each task (5 min). Then the
children and the teacher carried them out independently (30 min) and at the end
there was time reserved for reflection and wrapping up (10 min). The children had
normal recess and lunch times during the workshops, so as not to tire them out
(Druin, 2002). The blueprint for the workshops, and the template for children’s
notes (in Finnish) is included as appendix 7 of this thesis.
At this point, seven of the nine originally participating classes still volunteered
to take part. The participants are illustrated in figure 16. It is seen that class K1a
dropped out of the research after the surveys. Unfortunately, I can only speculate
as to why this class dropped out, as the teacher of the class did not return my emails.
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Fig. 16. Children participating in the workshops.

From the seven participating classes, a total of 153 children received consent to
take part in the workshops from their parents, and a total of 134 of those children
chose to make notes about the workshop. In addition, I also made field notes and
also collected data through audio and video recordings of each workshop. To
illustrate the different tasks, some photographs from the workshops were taken.
The children were informed as to where this data will be used, and they were told
that they can at any time choose to skip any part, or quit altogether. They were also
informed that they can choose to not have photos or video/audio recordings taken
of them. In some classes, the teacher decided to include in a learning context also
children who had not received permission from parents. In these cases, caution was
taken that no data (photos, notes or recordings) were collected from these children.
The physical data collected from the workshops (children’s notes) are stored in a
locked space and all of the digital material is stored on my personal computer that
is password-protected, and backed up to two separate locations.
In this part of the research, I was inspired by the participatory design (PD)
approach. Participatory practitioners are motivated by democracy: People who are
affected by the decisions should be there to influence design (Schuler & Namioka,
1993). Quality also improves with participation of the people involved (Schuler &
Namioka, 1993). However, I viewed children as informants. As informants,
children can play a part in the design process in various stages and can offer input
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and feedback (Druin, 2002). As informants children are not usually treated as equal
partners, since they do not usually have the time, knowledge or expertise to
participate equally (Scaife, Rogers, Aldrich, & Davies, 1997). I feel that this
selection was justified, as the time for the workshops was very limited. However,
in line with Scaife, Rogers, et al. (1997), I believed that children could make an
important contribution as: “they are aware of aspects of learning/teaching practices
that we are not and which we need to be told of. Sometimes this will concern
content, as when they tell us what sort of feedback is fun, sometimes it will concern
structural aspects, and particularly when informing us what encourages learning.”
When viewing children as informants, we hope to discover what we did not know
rather than try to confirm what we thought we knew (Scaife et al., 1997). Children
can help us when we are designing for them, since our memories fail us and we
cannot remember the nuances of what it means to be a child – after all, they are
experts at being children (Druin, 1996). Furthermore, even if we could remember
what it was like, their media landscape is far different than when we were children
(ibid).
Here again, the analysis of the data was an iterative process consisting of three
main activities: data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing (Miles &
Huberman, 1994). In the first phase of data analysis, I transported my field notes
and children’s notes into NVivo to allow for better analysis. I coded children’s likes,
dislikes, improvement suggestions, etc., concerning each type of task as well as
their suggestions for future education into different categories that emerged from
the data (e.g., game: bugs, or video: content). I performed the same procedure on
my field notes. The coding process was iterative, and I went through all material
several times until no new categories could be identified. In the second part of the
analysis, I pulled out reports reports out of NVivo and discussed them with my coauthors, in order to find those topics that receive most attention in the materials. In
addition to explicit design recommendations proposed by children, the research
material included some more implicit recommendations. These were discussed and
included in the analysis. Finally, in the last round of analysis, our results were
compared with earlier research and their implications were discussed.
We progressed through narrating findings; as much empirical evidence as
possible was included in the account. The workshops resulted in article V that was
submitted for publication at the International Journal for Child-Computer
Interaction in July 2017. The article was still in review at the time this thesis went
to press.
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3.7

Ethical issues

Research ethics require that research must have integrity, quality, transparency and
impartiality. They also stipulate that risks to the researcher, institution, data, and
participants should be anticipated and addressed (Livingstone & Locatelli, 2012).
The National Advisory Board on Research Ethics (2009), as well as the Ethics
Committee of Human Sciences at the University of Oulu (2014) recommend that
researchers submit their research plans for ethical review if a study contains any of
the following:
–
–

–

–

–
–

“The study involves an intervention in the physical integrity of subjects,
The study deviates from the principle of informed consent (ethical review is
not required if the research is based on public documents, registries or archived
data)
The subjects are children under the age of 15, and the study is not part of the
normal activities of a school or an institution of early childhood education and
care, and the data are collected without parental consent and without providing
the parents or guardians the opportunity to prevent the child from taking part
in the study,
The study exposes research subjects to exceptionally strong stimuli and
evaluating possible harm requires special expertise (for example, studies
containing violence or pornography)
The study may cause long-term mental harm (trauma, depression, sleeplessness)
beyond the risks encountered in normal life,
The study can signify a security risk to subjects (for example, studies
concerning domestic violence)” (National Advisory Board on Research Ethics,
2009; Oulu University, 2014)

Because none of these features are contained in this PhD research, I did not apply
for a statement from the ethics board. However, researching minors, especially
concerning potentially sensitive issues, poses specific ethical issues that need to be
addressed. These issues include consenting to research, confidentiality, use of audio
and video recordings of the interviews, the rights of children not to answer some
questions if they do not want to, and so on. The following list of common practice
of research ethics when researching children (Ólafsson, Livingstone, & Haddon,
2013a) was used during the research process:
–
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Seeking to safeguard the interests of all affected by the research, and
considering the possible consequences of the study or misuse of results

–
–
–

–
–

–
–

A commitment to listening to and including the perspectives of children in the
research
Inviting written consent forms from parents/guardians. Ensuring that children
understand that they can refuse any question, or withdraw at any time
Informing children and parents through discussion and (age-appropriate)
leaflets what the research is about, how it will be disseminated, and how the
data will be stored
Keeping all data confidential, removing personal identifiers, assigning
pseudonyms where appropriate and storing the data in accordance with the law.
Informing participants that if they divulge information suggesting that they or
others are at risk, the researcher has a duty of care to report this and ensure
support of the child
Providing a debriefing after each research interview, leaving the participants
with a written record of the researchers’ names and contact information
Providing feedback about the research process to those that request it
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4

Summary of empirical results

This chapter offers summaries of the results from original articles II–IV that helped
me answer the research questions of this thesis. The results are summarized starting
from the macro level of public discourses concerning children’s online safety
(Article II), and moving to the more specific micro levels: children’s safety skills
and conduct and parental mediation (Article III), digital technology use and online
safety mediation in schools (Article IV), how children engage with and evaluate
current online safety education, and what design recommendations they can offer
(Article V). Discussion based on these results is offered in the following chapter.
The empirical results presented in this chapter deal with many themes
introduced in the related research chapter. Figure 17 illustrates the main themes
from literature discussed in each article, as well as related empirical results
presented in this chapter.

Fig. 17. Literature themes examined in articles through empirical data.

As can be seen, while the articles might touch on the subjects of children’s Internet
use and threats that they have encountered online, the focus is heavily on online
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safety mediation, mainly policies and educational efforts, social mediation of
children’s online safety, and technical mediation.
4.1

Article II: Public discourses on children’s online safety

Article II describes the results of the discourses survey carried out in the Finnishspeaking open Internet in order to find out which issues concerning children’s
online safety are of interest in our society. The final dataset included a total of 338
sources including blog posts, news items, magazine articles, discussion board
threads, websites and slideshares. The main literature themes examined in the
article, as well as related empirical results, are illustrated in table 5.
Table 5. Literature themes and related results from article II.
Main themes examined

Related empirical results

Children’s internet use and online

Children were seen taking online safety in their own hands,

safety skills

thinking about what they should and should not do online,
advising their friends, and collaborating with parents and
teachers.

Mediating children’s online safety:

Parents identified important actors, children and teachers also

Different actors involved

take part in discussions. Different national actors offer advice
to parents, schools.

Mediating children’s online

Identification of discourses of control, trust and involvement

safety/Social mediation: Active

that saturate discussions on the topic. Active mediation

mediation, monitoring, restrictions &

favored over monitoring and restrictions. Doubts over

technical mediation

effectiveness of technical mediation.

Overall, in these discourses, the voice of the parents was the most prominent one.
However, children and teachers also actively took part in the discussions e.g.
related to cyberbullying and the use of smartphones at home and in schools. In
addition, different types of experts took part. The experts include a diverse group
of people, including the Finnish police, Finnish National Audiovisual Institute,
Mannerheim League for Child Welfare, National Development Centre for Online
Youth Work, the Youth Service Association, Finnish Society for Media Education,
Ombudsman for Children, Finnish Association for Substance Abuse Prevention,
Service Operation Boot (volunteers of ev.luth, church), Information and Support
Point Tiltti, Information Society Development Centre and information security
specialists from such organizations as F-Secure and the police. In the public
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discourses, the discussions mostly centred on social mediation of children’s online
safety.
Active mediation was the approach that was most encouraged. Parents were the
most vocal discussants of active mediation, whether it be regarding the excessive
use of smartphones, gaming or cyberbullying. Teachers took also part in these
discussions. They saw parents as the main mediators of safety, but their role and
collaboration with parents were also discussed. In addition, different experts’ voices
were heard, for example concerning gaming and screen time. They were seen e.g.
advising parents to become more involved in their children’s online lives instead
of, for example, demonizing gaming, or trying to restrict children’s screen time.
Example quotations concerning active mediation can be seen in figure 18.

Fig. 18. Example quotations concerning active mediation.

Monitoring was mentioned only few times in the discussions, and was seen to be
exercised by parents only. Restrictive mediation was also exercised both by parents
and teachers. Restrictive mediation was discussed in relation to smartphones,
screen time and gaming, etc. Sometimes they were however seen hard to
accomplish. Some also expressed worries that with excess monitoring, you could
end up losing your children’s trust; by restricting Internet use too much, you might
drive them to hide their online activities. Example quotations concerning
monitoring and restrictions can be seen in figure 19.
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Fig. 19. Example quotations concerning monitoring and restrictions.

Technical mediation, like parental controls, were discussed, especially concerning
content threats like pornography or violence. However, most seemed to discard
these solutions as ineffective. Some thought children can get around the controls;
it was also mentioned that parents might have trouble finding and using effective
software. Other technical mediation such as antivirus programs, passwords and
firewalls were only mentioned in passing. Example quotations concerning technical
mediation can be seen in figure 20.

Fig. 20. Example quotations concerning technical mediation.
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It became clear from the discussions that children are also mediating online safety
by themselves. They were taking online safety into their own hands, thinking about
what they should and should not do online, and advising their friends. Parents were
seen as the people with whom children would mostly be discussing their actions on
the Internet, and their possible problems. Children were also collaborating with
their parents and teachers regarding online safety, and even advising them, for
example on how to approach cyber bullying in school. Example quotes regarding
children mediating online safety can be seen in figure 21.

Fig. 21. Example quotations of children mediating online safety.

An overarching theme through the discussions related to children’s online safety
was the balancing act of when to trust that children will make good decisions, and
when to try and control children’s online activities to keep them out of harm’s way.
Parental involvement was seen to contribute to trust, but it can also be considered
as a form of control.
Regarding the discourse on trust, parents were advised to allow freedom to and
have trust in their children. These are strongly connected with parental involvement.
When calling for trust, activities such as teaching children, collaborating with them,
discussing with them, supporting them, and looking after them were brought up.
Parental involvement was encouraged in order to build trust with children, so that
if something bad happened, they would come and talk to you. Adults can show
interest, help children and develop their skills and understanding. Parents are also
encouraged to familiarize themselves and experiment with the things that children
are interested in. Example quotations concerning trust and involvement can be seen
in figure 22.
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Fig. 22. Example quotations concerning trust and involvement.

In addition to the discourse on trust, a discourse on control was also evident.
Parental involvement was again significant position here. Parents were to set limits
and restrict and monitor children. Adults were to have courage to take responsibility
and stay tough. Interestingly, however, in this discourse it was not only about adults
controlling children, but about children controlling themselves, for example by
setting their own rules for cell phone use at school, by saying they would tell their
friends if they thought something they posted or uploaded was inappropriate or by
asking for help and guidance from adults. Example quotations concerning control
and involvement can be seen in figure 23.
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Fig. 23. Example quotations concerning control and involvement.

The discourses on trust, involvement and control can be viewed as intimately
intertwined. People may rely on all of those within one sentence; hence, they are
not mutually exclusive. Finding a balance between them is likely important. Even
though most discussants agreed that some control is needed, adults were warned
that too much of it can be seen as stalking and thus might end up losing children’s
trust: “Steering the youth in the right direction, to behave well and to use the
Internet as a tool for learning. Not everything that the youth does on the Internet is
the parents’ business. It is a balancing act between being interested and stalking.”
(W4, youth agent).
4.2

Article III: Children’s online safety skills and conduct and
mediation of online safety at home

Article III describes the results from the survey with children and their parents
concerning the threats to online safety the children have encountered, children’s
online safety skills and conduct, and the safety mediation the children receive from
their parents. Eight classes from three participating primary schools in Oulu area in
Finland took part in the surveys, and data were collected from 141 children and a
total of 163 guardians.
The main literature themes examined in the article, as well as related empirical
results, are illustrated in table 6.
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Table 6. Literature themes and related results from article III.
Main themes examined in the article

Related empirical results

Threats to online safety

Despite encountering many threats online, not many children
are bothered

Children’s Internet use and online

Children report having many skills, and are confident in their

safety skills

own skills. Parents are also confident of their children’s skills–
However to a lesser extent

Mediating children’s online safety:

Parents report engaging a lot in different kinds of mediation.

Social mediation by parents: Active

Monitoring and restrictions are done, and some technical

mediation, monitoring, restrictions.

mediation as well. The focus is on active mediation. Children

Technical mediation used at home

agree that parents mediate their online safety, but to a lesser
extent than parents report

Threats to online safety: The children who took part in the research reported
encountering threats like viruses on their phones or computers (22%) and having
their passwords misused (18%). Some had added a person they have not met to
their contact list (23%), pretended to be a different age online (17%) and searched
the Internet for new friends (10%). Children had also downloaded material like
movies to their computers (15%). Some had sent personal information or photos to
people they have not met in real life (14%), and some had been embarrassed by
others online (12%). Some were also concerned that they might be spending too
much time online (11%). Fewer respondents reported conduct such as using
someone else’s content as their own, misuse of others’ passwords or having
embarrassed or bullied someone online.
Despite being exposed to a variety of threats, less than a quarter (21%)
remembered having seen or experienced something on the Internet that scared or
bothered them. Among that 21%, most reported encountering content threats such
as disturbing or scary videos (32%), photos (27%), news (16%), sexual content
(11%) or games. Some had been bothered by contact by strange people (20%) and
cyberbullying (14%). Children who were bothered reported having told their
parents or guardians (41%), their friends (38%), some other adult (16%), a sibling
or other child they are living with (7%), or their teacher (2%).
Online safety skills: the majority of children reported knowing how to block
messages from people they do not want to be in contact with (70%) and how to find
safety advice online (67%). They also reported knowing how to change passwords
(64%), how to clear browsing history (60%), and knowing what information they
can share online (74%) and when it is OK to do so (77%). Around half said they
are able to change the privacy settings of social media (49%), block pop-up
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windows (47%), judge the quality of a website (50%) and use report abuse buttons
(42%). Less said they are able to modify filtering or restriction settings on their
computer (16%).
Regarding their general online safety skills and conduct, children were quite
confident. A majority either strongly agreed or somewhat agreed that they are
skillful Internet users (83%), that they know how to use computers safely (89%),
keep their passwords private (90%), and report people who behave inappropriately
online (79%). They were also positive that their parents know what they are doing
online (79%). Most respondents said they had not made new friends online that
they had then met face-to-face; however, 22% reported having done this. Generally
speaking, both children and their parents had a positive opinion of children’s online
safety skills and conduct. However, parents generally perceived children’s online
safety conduct with slightly less confidence than the children, and some of the
differences in perception are statistically significant. Parents were slightly, but
significantly, less confident than children that children know how to use the
computer safely (p < 0.001), that they keep their passwords safe (p = 0.001), and
that they know where they can report people who are behaving inappropriately
online (p = 0.004). Parents were also significantly less confident about whether
they know what children are doing online (p = 0.022).
Parents reported monitoring their children’s Internet use and online safety by
checking the websites they visit (83%), their profiles on social media (61%) and
who they add as friends online (52%). Checking messages in an instant messaging
service was less common (47%). On the other hand, children seemed not to be
aware of their parents’ monitoring strategies. About a quarter believed that their
parents check the websites they visit (27%), their profiles on SNSs or online
communities (28%), or who they add as friends on social media or instant
messaging services (22%). Very few children reported that their parents check
messages on their email or instant messaging services (11%). Significant
differences yielded by M-W test showed that children were particularly not aware
that parents are monitoring the pages they visit (p < 0.001), their profiles on social
media sites (p = 0.001), and their friends (p < 0.001).
Different restrictions were also employed. Parents were the strictest when it
comes to children giving out personal information online (77% never allow it),
downloading pay apps to their mobile phone (73% never allow), registering
location (64% never allow), and keeping a profile on social media (60% never
allow). These activities were generally never allowed or allowed with permission
and supervision. On the other hand, most parents seemed to be lenient concerning
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children watching video clips, using instant messaging, and downloading free apps
to mobile phones. Overall, the children reported a similar level of restriction
regarding the online activities that are never allowed or allowed only with
supervision. However, there were also significant differences: Children perceived
less restriction towards downloading paid apps (p < 0.001) and keeping a profile in
social media (p < 0.001) than parents self-reported. Children also perceived less
restriction to watch video clips, use IM services, download free apps, and upload
photos, videos or music, which is in line with parents’ self-reports, but with
significantly lower restrictions than parents acknowledged (p values for these
variables were equal or less than 0.001).
Parents also reported using different kinds of technical mediation. Then again,
a large percentage of the children were unsure about the use of these technologies
on their home computers. Comparatively, across all categories, parents more
frequently reported use of technical mediation than children. Parents mostly
reported using technology like virus protection or spam or ad blockers (98%). Even
though apparently the children also agreed on the presence of these programs, there
were significantly less children who knew about the presence of these programs on
their computers (90% of 91 children who answered yes or no; p = 0.01). A large
proportion of children (34% out of 139 who answered this question) were not aware
if such antivirus or spam blocking programs were installed on their home
computers. Parents also reported using programs or settings that keep track of
websites visited (63%). However, only 29% of children were aware that these
programs were installed, 18% had the opinion these programs were not installed,
while 53% did not know. Parental controls that restrict access or block content were
not that common, but 31% of parents reported using them.
Out of all the mediation strategies, the parents reported engaging most in active
mediation. The strongest confidence they had was in having discussed with
children what they do online (95%), having helped children when they had
difficulties to do something or find something online (93%), and suggesting to
children ways to use the Internet safely (88%). The children generally also had a
positive view on how parents actively mediate their online safety and Internet use,
albeit not as positive as the parents. Some of the differences were statistically
significant. Children were less positive about parents suggesting them ways to use
the Internet safely (p = 0.001), encouraging them to explore the Internet
independently (p < 0.001), talking to them generally about what they are doing
online (p < 0.001), explaining to them why some websites are good or bad (p <
0.001), suggesting them ways on how to behave toward other people online (p =
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0.001), and talking to them generally about what to do if something on the Internet
bothers them (p = 0.003).
4.3

Article IV: Online safety mediation in school

Article IV describes the results of interviews with nine teachers from the
participating three primary schools in Oulu area in Finland concerning how
children’s online safety is mediated in schools. In this article, the discourses of trust,
control and involvement that permeated public discussion concerning children’s
online safety (Hartikainen et al., 2016) were used as a sensitizing device, and nexus
analysis lens was used to identify how historical bodies and interaction with other
actors shape the social action of teachers mediating children’s online safety.
The main literature themes examined in the article, as well as related empirical
results, are illustrated in table 7.
Table 7. Literature themes and related results from article IV.
Main themes examined

Related empirical results

Children’s Internet use

Teachers believe all the children in their classes use Internet actively,
and the teachers are trying to find ways on how to bring technology
important to children into class in a meaningful way. Teachers believe
Instagram is important to girls, while boys might be more into gaming
and YouTube. WhatsApp is mentioned as a favourite for all.

Threats to online safety

Teachers have noticed some online safety threats have manifested in
class as well. Mainly these issues have had to do with bullying,
inappropriate language or inappropriate commenting

Children’s online safety skills

Teachers believe that children are capable of handling smaller issues
in their own group, and that online safety issues are not a main issue
for them.

Mediating children’s online

Some restrictions and monitoring are done, for example concerning

safety/Social mediation by

smart phone use. Focus is on active mediation. Teachers believe when

teachers: Active mediation,

the message is tied to children’s own experience, it is optimally

monitoring, restrictions

received.

Mediating children’s online

There are different policies concerning online safety education of

safety: Policies and

children in place at school, however, the teachers feel that they are left

educational efforts

on their own to decide how the topic is approached in class. There are

Discourses of control, trust involvement used as a sensitizing device

so many educational materials available that the teachers might have
difficulty selecting the best pieces
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Regarding discourses in place, several discourses could be identified from the
teachers’ talk, and one teacher could be engaged in different discourses during the
interview. We noticed that the discourses on control, involvement, and trust
particularly stood out in these interviews. Example quotations concerning
discourses in place can be seen in figure 24.

Fig. 24. Example quotations concerning discourses in place.

In the discourse on trust, teachers constructed children as skilled users of digital
technologies who sometimes learn the hard way, but the more they use technology,
the better they become. Teachers positioned themselves as enthusiastic and open82

minded in experimenting with digital technologies and used them a lot during their
classes. As for online safety, children were viewed as capable of handling
problematic issues themselves, as well as determining what to do and what not to
do and instructing also others, e.g., not to spam.
In the discourse on control, the teachers criticized children’s digital technology
use as light-hearted or entertainment-oriented. Children were seen as handy with
social media, gaming, and smart phones, but their basic computer skills (e.g. in
productivity software use) were seen as limited. As for online safety, the emphasis
was on control. Even though children might be viewed as handy with many things,
they were also seen as unthinking and easily excited and their skills and knowledge
as lacking. Teachers and parents should monitor, instruct, and limit children’s
technology use. Addiction was a concern and it was seen as legitimate to restrict
technology use at school (e.g., banning smart phone use during recess) and the
teachers hoped parents would do the same at home. The teachers positioned
themselves as overseers of children who were to inform parents about possible
problems. The teachers also advocated parental control while acknowledging that
it is challenging nowadays because of mobile devices and data.
Finally, the discourse on involvement can be characterized as emphasizing
cooperation among adults and with children. The teachers within this discourse
tried to bring digital technology important to children (e.g., smart phones) into
classrooms in a meaningful way. When it comes to online safety, teachers
maintained that lecturing is not the answer; issues were to be addressed on the spot,
when they naturally emerge. Concrete examples, learning by doing and reflection
were encouraged, as was inviting children to teach each other. The teachers were
collaborating with children in digital technology use; they supported and helped
each other in integrating technology and online safety into the classroom. Parents
were to be involved, too: teachers were to inform parents and vice versa if they
noticed problems or new developments. Parental responsibility was also called for;
it was pointed out that it is a pity some parents are not involved in their children’s
online life, citing reasons such as unfamiliarity with the technologies that children
use.
Teachers’ mediation of children’s online safety was shaped also by their own
historical bodies as well as by what assumptions they had of children’s historical
bodies. Example quotations concerning historical body are seen in figure 25.
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Fig. 25. Example quotations concerning historical body.

The teachers’ own historical bodies in the sense of their digital technology use skills
and experiences influenced in the background. All teachers have smartphones and
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at least one computer (PC/laptop/tablet). Some were, however, hesitant about using
digital technology during their free time, citing reasons such as that it takes up too
much time. Most teachers described their technology skills as average; only two
identified themselves as skilled with computers.
The teachers explained that it depends on them how much digital technologies
are used in the classroom. All reported using digital technologies in their teaching
at least weekly. They believed that basic computer skills will be important in the
future, and the children practiced such skills as searching for information online
and using productivity software. Transitioning to cloud computing was seen as a
learning situation for children and a big change for the teachers. Smart phones were
utilized to search for information or to listen to music during art classes, among
other things. One teacher noted that utilizing smart phones is a nudge towards
trying to connect to the children’s world, as children carry them around anyway.
Children also learned content production at school, in such forms as photography,
animation, and videos. Some of the work was uploaded to social media. Classrelated WhatsApp groups were also common. Regardless of how they viewed their
own skillsets with technology, some teachers had a more enthusiastic approach to
introducing new digital technologies into children’s education. The teachers who
were more reserved in using new digital technologies in class cited reasons such as
excessive free-time technology use, need for the children to learn the basics of
computer use first, or technological issues like lack of computers or bad WiFi.
Issues related to children’s historical bodies also came to the forefront during
the interviews. The teachers described their understanding of their students’
historical bodies regarding technology use and expressed beliefs that most of the
children spend a lot of their free time using a computer or a smartphone. However,
they also acknowledged that there are children who cannot use digital technologies
during their free time, or wish to do so. Teachers also reported on gender differences:
For girls, photos are seen as important; one of their social media favourites is
Instagram. On the other hand, the teachers believed that boys are more active in
gaming and in making videos that some upload also to YouTube. According to
teachers, the most popular use of Internet among children is WhatsApp; they also
noted that they might not even know all of their students’ favourites. Online safety
issues had also manifested in school – such issues therefore already being part of
children’s historical bodies. These issues included content threats like scary
material, contact threats like cyberbullying, and computer threats like data theft,
and privacy loss. In general, the teachers believed children are quick to learn and
quite handy with technology, while individual differences could be significant. The
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teachers who are more enthusiastic about technology also saw children’s historical
bodies with technology in a more positive light, positioning children as skilled and
capable, while others were concerned about children’s skills or the lack thereof.
Interaction order was also visible in the data, as interactions with a multitude
of different stakeholders were involved in teachers’ mediation of children’s online
safety: the children themselves and their parents, educational administration and
different external actors. Example quotations concerning interaction order can be
seen in figure 26.

Fig. 26. Example quotations concerning interaction order.

Some educators from external institutions, such as the school police and an
information security specialist from Microsoft, had visited the schools and
conducted seminars and classes to children on online safety. Their visits were
usually mass events meant for the whole school, and the teachers believed the
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impact might be limited. Parents were positioned as important actors in ensuring
children’s online safety. Parents and teachers also cooperated when troubles had
emerged, e.g., concerning smart phone use. However, sometimes the division of
responsibilities between parents and teachers was seen as a bit confusing. The
teachers maintained that they do educate children, but parents should take more
responsibility and become involved in their children’s online lives. To this end, the
school provided some education and guidance for parents, e.g., during parent nights.
When it came to interacting with children and teaching them online safety, the
teachers were skeptical if traditional lecturing makes a difference. They believed
that some children might just close their ears to the warnings. They felt that online
safety-related issues were not a major concern among children. Children had
managed smaller problems in their groups, and if there were problems that
manifested in class (e.g., cyberbullying or addiction), the teachers handled them
when they occurred. Indeed, the teachers felt that when the message was tied to the
children’s own experiences, it was more readily received than through lecturing.
An example of this would be teachers making instructive remarks about copyrights
when children are researching a paper online. The teachers also emphasized the
power of repetition to get their message through. The teachers were also
collaborating with children in online safety education as well as in digital
technology use, for example inviting older children to teach the younger ones.
However, there were differences in how the teachers saw their relationship to
children in online safety mediation, as mentioned: some saw themselves as
controllers and instructors, others saw children even as teaching their teachers,
while many saw active collaboration with children as the way to go.
There were common guidelines given to schools about educational use of
digital technology, and what skillsets children should acquire during each school
year. To some extent, teachers supported and helped each other in integrating
technology and online safety into children’s education, e.g., by gathering material
to be used in classes. However, there is so much material available that the teachers
had difficulties in managing this information and selecting the best pieces. Some
extra education was offered, but taking part was voluntary, and the teachers
attended only if they felt it added some important knowledge. The teachers felt they
were left mostly on their own to decide how much digital technologies are used in
their lessons, and if online safety issues are taught as part of that. As this might
produce significant differences in the skillsets of the students, the teachers hoped
that the schools would make more effort to help them.
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4.4

Article V: Children’s evaluation of and design
recommendations for online safety education

Article V describes the results of the workshops with children, concerning how
children evaluate and engage with the existing online safety education targeted at
them, and what kind of design recommendations they offer to the development of
such solutions. The three types of education to be evaluated were selected based on
teacher recommendations. They included a video and discussion task concerning
social media and privacy, online friends and bullying (Mediataitokoulu, 2015); an
online game about children’s rights (Ombudsman for Children & Agora Game Lab,
2009) and an information search and mind-mapping exercise concerning online
safety (4H Organization of Finland, n.d.). The number of the educational materials
to be evaluated was limited to three, as the teachers felt including more might take
too much time and tire out the children. The main literature themes examined in the
article, as well as related empirical results, are illustrated in table 8.
Table 8. Literature themes and related results from article V.
Main themes examined

Related empirical results

Mediating children’s online safety:

Children enjoy learning while doing, engaging online. Out of the

Policies and educational efforts

education evaluated, the game was most liked, while the video
was viewed most educational. Children wish for a positive tone
and concrete advice from education

Seven classes from three different primary schools in the Oulu area in Finland
participated in the workshops. A total of 153 children had received parental consent
to take part, and total of 134 of those children chose to make notes about the
workshop.
The workshops all started with a video and discussion task. During the task, I
took charge of operating the video camera, while the teacher of each class was
asked to lead the conversation in order to make the learning situation as normal for
the children as possible. Each teacher had been provided with the links to the video
and the discussion topics well in advance, so that they had time to become familiar
with the material. The learning situation was very different in different classes,
depending largely on the actions of the teachers. In four classes, the teachers
approached the task very enthusiastically; they asked the children the question
specified in the instructions and also asked follow-up questions if interesting
themes emerged from the children’s answers. The children made some interesting
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points. For example, in one class they discussed cliques that form in social media,
and how easy it is to make someone feel unwanted. In another class, the children
reflected how easy it is to make mean comments online, and how everyone who
receives those kind of comments should just learn to shrug those off. In all of these
classes, there was a very lively conversation, even when two classes had seen the
video before. Thus we needed to keep track of time so as not to go too much over
the allotted time slot. However, in three classes the discussions were more
restrained. The children watched the videos in silence, and the conversations were
not very vibrant. In one class, the teacher stuck very rigidly to the planned questions.
In two classes, the teachers were initially quite confused about what they were
supposed to do, and what they were supposed to ask. This set the tone for the
discussions and only a few children participated when asked for input by the teacher.
In their own notes, the children reflected that they had enjoyed watching the
video, commented that it touched on important topics in their lives, was educational,
and made it easy for them to understand the topics discussed. Regarding
improvement, they stated they would prefer live video footage instead of still
pictures with voice-over narration, which was the format of the video. In addition,
stopping the video intermittently for discussions was widely disliked; the children
would have preferred to have the discussions at the end.
The children started the second task, the game, very enthusiastically and
independently while most teachers chose to do other things. Soon some practical
problems emerged. There were not enough laptops, and some children had to play
in small groups. This caused tension, for example concerning game time. Also
when several laptops were used simultaneously, the wireless networks were put
under quite a strain, which caused some lagging in the game. During gameplay,
there was also some murmur about its overall quality. Children were eager to point
out the flaws of the game, and identified bugs while playing. Nevertheless, all
engaged eagerly, and it was hard to get the children to stop when the time was up.
In their own notes, the children pointed out that they liked this way of learning
about children’s rights. They also made many improvement suggestions concerning
the content, the controls and the characters of the game, which were all seen to be
lacking. In order to improve the game, they would have added more content (minigames), made the main computer easier to beat, corrected some bugs, and changed
the controls to arrow keys (the letter z was used to move around). Nevertheless, the
game was very well-received. In general, the children voiced the opinion that they
were happy to be on a computer, and that this way of learning was fun because they
liked gaming.
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The information search and mind-mapping task proved to be the most difficult
of the tasks. The children were allowed to search for information on their laptops
or their smartphones, and they went at it right away. In one class, the teacher helped
the children get started, and they collected important related links together. After
that, the children needed very little help from the adults; they worked quite
independently, discussing with each other and creating their mind maps. In other
classes, the teachers took on a more passive role, allowing the children to work
very independently from the start. Some teachers opted to do other things while the
children worked (e.g., reading assignments). After sometime, however, murmurs
of discontent started in all classes: Some children could not remember or were not
familiar with the concept of a mind map and were having trouble constructing it.
Some had difficulties finding related information from the Internet. Related to the
information search, in one class, the children voiced an important flaw regarding
the instructions provided: The introduction to the task talked about “navigating the
Internet safely”, but the concrete instructions attached advised the children to look
up what is “information security” and compile a mind map about that. Using
information security as a search word led the children to many sites that are about
technical or organizational safety, and very little about surfing the web safely; this
was confusing for them.
In their own notes, children commented that overall the topic was educational,
and they learned something in the process. However, many found the content and
the topic to be a bit boring or difficult in general, and many noted that the
instructions given to carry out the task successfully were not adequate. Still, they
enjoyed the freedom to work alone and search for information independently. Many
said that they enjoyed the fact that they were allowed to go online with their mobile
phones; one pointed out that when they searched for the information independently,
they were more likely to remember it later. On the other hand, some commented
that it was difficult to find relevant information, and that there were too many
websites out there. The children also enjoyed the independence of the mindmapping, such as putting their thoughts on paper by drawing and writing. Some
commented that they disliked the preparation of the mind map, for example because
they did not enjoy writing or because the process was not that familiar to them.
Out of the different education solutions evaluated, the children seemed to enjoy
the game the most, then the video, and lastly the information search and mindmapping. In evaluating their learning experience, children felt that they learned the
most through the video and discussion despite disliking the interruptions of the
discussions. The information search and mind-mapping were evaluated as the
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second-most effective learning experience, while not many could recall what they
learned from the game. Perhaps the video and discussions and the information
search and mind-mapping engaged the children to think about these issues more,
as the teachers had hoped. Perhaps while concentrating on the game play, they just
did not realize that they were learning while having fun.
What kind of design recommendations did children offer for the development
of online safety education? The children raised issues such as understanding that
not everyone or everything online are what they seem, and the importance of
privacy, learning what is appropriate behaviour online, and what are the
information-security issues related to Internet use. They also stressed the
importance of relying on people close to them for support, mainly parents and
friends.
The children seemed to reflect back to what activities they liked the most, when
asked how they would choose to carry out their own education. Most suggested that
they would do it either through a video or a game, while only a couple said they
would choose traditional lectures. Generally, the children commented that they
enjoy watching videos and being able to use their laptops or smart phones in school
– learning about online safety while actually online, whether it is to search for
information or to play a game alone or with others.
The children’s comments also provided wider design recommendations for
education targeted at them. The children wished for more concrete advice instead
of vague warnings – for example, in the video they would have hoped for advice
on how to check if someone online actually is who she/he says she/he is, or for
instructions on how to check and change your privacy settings in different social
media. Children also voiced their hope for education where the tone of the task was
not judgmental and for learning the positive sides of Internet use. The importance
of a more positive tone also became highlighted when the children were asked to
reflect on what they learned from the video task. Some children seemed to learn a
very negative lesson from the video, with many stating they learned they should
never talk to strangers online, or make new friends there.
In addition to design recommendations from the children, one emerged
indirectly during the workshops. Teacher engagement with the tasks was very
important and strongly affected how the children approached the task. Thus, to be
effective, the education must appeal also to the teacher and not appear as one extra
task that they might feel they do not have the time to fulfill. Hence, I believe that
in addition to children, there is a need to engage the teachers and make the task as
painless for them as possible.
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5

Discussion

The aim of my thesis was to shed light on the current state of children’s online
safety, especially on the social action of mediating children’s online safety as it is
carried out at home and in schools. I also aimed to offer suggestions as to how this
mediation could be supported.
The research was carried out through the following steps and the following
articles:
1) Reviewing existing research on children’s online activities and related
threats and risks, as well as initiatives to achieve online safety; identifying gaps in
current research.
2) Carrying out a discourses survey in the Finnish open Internet to find the
most germane public discourses concerning children’s safety online, and the actors
involved.
3) Carrying out a survey with children and their parents in order to map out the
level of online safety knowledge and behaviour of the children, the online threats
they have encountered, and the mediation on online safety they are receiving.
4) Performing interviews with primary school teachers to explore their
thoughts concerning children’s digital technology and Internet use to find out if
online safety education is included in their lessons and what they think about
existing guidelines and training.
5) Holding workshops with the children to see how they engage with and
evaluate current online safety-related education, and what kind of design
recommendations they would offer for their future development.
In this chapter, I will first answer the research questions specified in chapter 1:
1) How do children aged 10–12 approach and enact online safety? 2) How is online
safety of children aged 10–12 currently mediated at home and in schools? 3) How
can online safety mediation of children aged 10–12 at home and in schools be
supported further? While answering my research questions, I will use the nexus
analytical concepts to bring richness to my analysis, to see how the social action of
mediating children’s online safety is shaped by the discourses in place (Scollon &
Scollon, 2004b) as well as by the historical bodies (Nishida, 1958) of the
participants and the interaction order (Goffman, 1981) between them. This is
followed by discussing my results and how they connect to earlier research, as well
as offering some concrete suggestions for design that are based both on earlier
research and my results concerning how online safety mediation could be supported.
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5.1

Answering research questions

5.1.1 How do children aged 10–12 approach and enact online safety?
According to their self-report, children possessed many online safety skills that they
acquired while interacting with digital technology and building their historical
bodies as technology users. The majority reported skills such as knowing how to
block unwanted messages, how to find safety advice online, how to change their
passwords, and knowing what information they can share online and when. Around
half reported being able to change privacy settings of social media, block pop-up
windows, use report abuse buttons, and judge the quality of a website. Fewer are
able to modify filtering or restriction settings on their computers. In general, the
children had strong confidence in their own skills and historical bodies as digital
technology users, believing that they are skilled Internet users who know how to
use the computer safely.
Parents also reported positive opinions of children’s online safety skills and
conduct, albeit not as positive as that the children themselves. In their interviews,
teachers described children as handy with technology and quick to learn, but
acknowledged that individual differences can be big. While all believed most
children use a lot of technology in their free time, they also acknowledged that not
all children have the opportunity or even desire to do so. Some teachers viewed
children’s technology use as entertainment-oriented and believed they do not think
much about the consequences of their actions online. The teachers who were
enthusiastic about technology also saw children’s historical bodies with technology
in a more positive light, positioning them as skilled and capable.
The children who took part in the research reported having encountered various
online safety threats, including computer threats like viruses and having their
passwords misused. They also encountered content threats such as scary videos or
photos and some contact threats such as cyberbullying and contact with strangers.
While some also reported engaging in downloading music and movie files from the
Internet, only a few admitted to other conduct threats. Despite encountering a
variety of online threats and engaging in some risky behaviour (i.e., these issues
already being a part of their historical body), only a quarter of the children
remembered having seen or experienced something on the Internet that scared or
bothered them. Among those who had seen or experienced something like this,
most reported encountering content threats. When the children were bothered about
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something online, they mostly reported turning to their parents or their friends for
support.
In their interviews, teachers explained that while online safety issues like
cyberbullying and scary materials had also manifested in school, they are not of
significant concern to the children. The teachers also felt that children are quite
capable of handling smaller online safety issues in their own groups, and often
choose to do so (for example, telling each other not to spam, or making rules about
WhatsApp use). This highlights an important topic that was already foregrounded
in the discourses survey: Children were actively taking part in the public
discussions, and children were mediating online safety, thinking about what they
should and should not do online, discussing these issues, advising their friends and
adults, and also collaborating with them. In the workshops, they seemed quite
capable of making valuable contributions to the design of online safety education
targeted at them. This also highlights children’s interaction order with other
important actors, which together with their historical bodies affect how they enact
online safety. This interaction will be described more in the next section.
5.1.2 How is online safety of children aged 10–12 currently mediated
at home and in schools?
The results highlight the interaction order of many different intertwined actors in
the social action of mediation of children’s online safety. These actors include the
children themselves, as well as parents, teachers and schools; actors from outside
organizations were involved either in producing material and tools to be used in the
mediation process, or interacting with and advising other actors. These actors
included representatives from the police, from non-profit organizations such as the
Mannerheim League for Child Welfare and Finnish Society for Media Education,
and companies such as Microsoft and F-Secure.
Parents were identified as the most important actors in the mediation of
children’s online safety in the discourses survey, and they also reported engaging
substantively in different online safety mediation activities. In the survey, the
majority reported monitoring their children’s Internet use, e.g., by checking the
websites they visit and their profiles on social media. Different restrictions were
also employed concerning smart phone use and downloading pay apps to their
phone. Almost all of the parents also reported engaging in technical mediation
through virus protection, or using programs or settings that keep track of websites
that children visited; however, parental controls that restrict access or block content
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were not common. Out of all the mediation strategies, the parents reported engaging
most in active mediation. The strongest confidence they had was in having
discussions with children about what they do online and helping children when they
had difficulties doing or finding something online. The majority of children agreed
that the parents are engaging in different strategies of online safety mediation, albeit
not to the extent that the parents were reporting. Nonetheless the children were
confident that parents know what they do online.
In the school environment, online safety mediation was intertwined with the
use of digital technologies. The teachers explained that there are common
guidelines about educational use of digital technologies, and the skills that children
should acquire each year as specified in the core curriculum. All teachers reported
using digital technologies in class at least weekly, and believed basic computer
skills are important for the children. While all teachers used digital technologies in
their free time, only a few identified themselves as skilled with computers.
However, regardless of their own skills with digital technology, some approached
the idea of introducing new digital technology like for example social media in
class more enthusiastically. The more reserved teachers named reasons such as “too
much technology use already during free time,” “need to learn basics first,” or
“technological issues like bad Wi-Fi or the lack of computers.” Teachers reported
that at school, monitoring and restrictions were implemented concerning smart
phone use: The children were not allowed to use them during recess, and in class
they were allowed to do so only with permission. Using smartphones in class was
seen as one nudge trying to connect learning to the children’s media world (i.e.,
taking into consideration the children’s historical bodies). When it comes to
learning about online safety, teachers believed that traditional lecturing does not
make much difference; instead, they chose to deal with these issues through active
mediation, dealing with issues as they appeared, and trying to tie the learning
situation to the children’s own experiences. Educational materials from other
organizations were seen as useful as well, for example videos with a message,
games, and exercises where children reflect on their actions together in a group.
Teachers also brought up many issues regarding their interaction order with
other actors. For example, they mentioned that even though materials from outside
actors are useful tools for teaching, there is so much material available that they
have had difficulties in managing the information and selecting the best pieces.
Teachers mentioned supporting and helping each other to some extent, and stressed
the importance of collaboration with children and their parents, being involved.
Towards this end, the schools also provided some material for the parents to help
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them overcome possible unfamiliarity with the technologies that children use, and
the related online safety issues. Teachers also reported positive experiences when
asking children to teach online safety to each other, e.g., older children teaching
younger ones.
Regarding discourses in place, three discourses were identified as permeating
these discussions concerning children’s online safety throughout the research: the
discourses on control, trust, and involvement. The discourse on control became
evident when adults were advised to monitor what children do, to restrict them, to
take responsibility of their Internet use and set limits, to teach and direct children,
and to be tough, as children were positioned unthinking and easily excited. On the
other hand, children themselves argued for control: either controlling themselves
or asking for adults for help and guidance. In the discourse on trust, children were
seen as skilled users of digital technologies who may sometimes learn the hard way,
but the more they use technology, the better they become. Children were positioned
as having and deserving freedom and trust and the adults as allowing it,
participating, and showing interest in children’s online lives. The discourse of
involvement can be seen as intertwined with both discourses. I believe that this
should not be seen as a question of either/or, but instead adults need to try to find a
balance between necessary control, loving trust and various forms of involvement
regarding children’s Internet use.
Overall, for online safety mediation at school as well as home, active mediation
was the most important approach. It was seen throughout the data, advocated in the
public discussions, used most by parents (according to both children’s and parent’s
self-reporting), advocated for by teachers in their interviews and children during
their workshops. This reflects back to one of the main points of nexus analysis: that
broader social issues are grounded in micro actions and vice versa (Scollon &
Scollon, 2004b, pp. 8).
5.1.3 How can online safety mediation of children aged 10–12 at
home and in schools be supported further?
Although restriction and monitoring are sometimes called for, the emphasis of
online safety mediation is clearly in active mediation. Programs that prevent viruses
or spam are also used, while parental controls are not very popular. In the public
discussions, some partipants viewed them as ineffective, and some explained that
parents might have trouble finding effective software. In their self-reporting,
parents maintained that they are engaging in a lot of different activities related to
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mediating children’s online safety. The children agreed, but not to the same extent
as the parents were reporting. Generally speaking, parents were encouraged to
become interested in children’s hobbies and interests, to become familiar with the
services and applications children use, and to teach children how to use those
responsibly (cf. discourse of involvement). Some control over children’s online
activities was called for; however, instead of risking losing their children’s trust by
too much restriction or monitoring, parents were advised to build a trusting
relationships with their children. Thus they can trust children to make good
decisions, and children trust them and know they can come and talk to them if they
have problems.
When combined with the results that show that children mediate online safety
also among their own groups and have a lot of safety skills that they trust more than
their parents do, these results can be interpreted to indicate that there is a need to
make parental mediation more transparent for children. Families may also benefit
from the development of means and technical tools for the purpose of active
mediation to ensure children’s online safety while at the same time facilitating trustbuilding between parents and children.
Online safety mediation in school is strongly linked with digital technology
use. Even though not all teachers were enthusiastic about new technologies, they
try to incorporate those tools into their teaching when possible (cf. discourse on
involvement), and in a safe environment (cf. discourse on control). They tried to
prepare children for the future and to close the gap between schooltime and
children’s free time by utilizing tools that children are familiar with. With regards
to online safety, although restriction and monitoring were sometimes called for also
in the school environment, the emphasis was again on active mediation. The
teachers believed that traditional lecturing is not very effective, and instead try to
tie the teaching into children’s experiences as issues arise. Children’s feedback and
design recommendations for future online safety education were in line with the
teachers’ interpretations. Reflecting on their historical bodies as digital technology
users, the children explained that they like using computers or smartphones in class,
simply because they like interacting with this kind of technology. They also agreed
with the teachers that online safety education does not need to be carried out
through lecturing; they would like to learn while interacting with digital
technologies. In general, they hoped that the education offered to them would have
a positive tone, discussing also the positive sides of Internet use. Instead of vague
warnings, they would like to see more concrete advice. For example, instead of just
telling the children that not everyone is who they say they are online, but also
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including concrete tips for how children might find out if people actually are telling
the truth about their identity. These results can be interpreted to indicate that there
is a need to support teachers by developing teaching practices that facilitate active
mediation of online safety, and that fit the children’s world and historical bodies.
Teachers sometimes struggled to include digital technology in their teaching
and to deliver online safety education to children. The reasons mentioned included
technical difficulties such as a lack of computers or bad Internet connections, a lack
of common policies or educational resources, lack of knowledge about activities
that children engage in, and trouble finding good educational materials from
outside actors. These issues can be seen to reflect back to the historical body of the
teachers as technology users, and to the historical body of the schools. To help
overcome possible issues, some schools had already tried to compile their own
educational packages based on different materials, but the efforts were not
consistent. To some extent, the teachers also tried to support each other, but they
felt they are left mostly on their own to decide how much digital technologies are
used in their lessons, and if online safety issues are integrated into that. As this
might produce big differences in the skillsets of students, teachers hoped that the
schools would make more effort to help them. Some education had been arranged
for teachers, but not much and only on a voluntary basis. These results can be
interpreted to indicate that a more systematic approach to online safety is needed
in schools.
During the research, it became evident that adoption of new technology in a
classroom, as well as how online safety issues are approached during class, are
influenced by the teachers’ own historical bodies, their perceptions of children’s
historical bodies with digital technology, and their interaction order with various
parties. While most teachers in our study seemed to be open to trying new digital
technologies and connecting them in a meaningful way to the children’s world,
others might be less enthusiastic due to various historical body- and interaction
order-related reasons, and therefore keep digital technology use to a minimum.
Furthermore, in the workshops, teacher engagement with the tasks seemed to be
very important and strongly affect how the children engaged with the education.
These results can be interpreted to indicate that it is not enough to develop teaching
practices that appeal to children. For a technology or an education to be adopted
into the classroom, it needs to appeal also to the teacher and not appear as one extra
task that they might feel they do not have the time to fulfill.
The discourse on involvement as well as the nexus analytic concept of
interaction order made visible how schools are an important nexus of activities that
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contribute to children’s online safety. This nexus connects peers, parents, teachers,
and other actors in a shared dialogue. Teachers reported efforts of measures such
as arranging lectures for parents and giving parents advice on online safety. They
also hoped for a more active role from parents in online safety mediation (cf.
discourses on control, involvement). The teachers reported positive experiences of
using children to teach online safety to each other, e.g., older children teaching
younger ones or children setting rules for digital technology use by themselves,
maybe even teaching their teacher. However, the teachers found the division of
responsibilities and roles with parents sometimes conflicting or blurry. They also
had trouble finding and selecting the best pieces for education from outside actors.
These results can be interpreted to indicate that there is a need to better link school
and other actors together. Engaging in a dialogue for making responsibilities
between different actors clearer would help keep children safer in the online world.
One prominent topic was that of children mediating online safety among their
own groups. Children have stronger confidence in their own skills as Internet users
than the adults do, and only few report being bothered about what they experience
online. Children also made a valuable contribution to the design of online safety
education for them, uncovering issues that could not have been identified when
discussing only with adults. They reflected on which types of learning they like,
and what kind of topics they believe are important. They also made more direct
suggestions, such as wishing for more concrete advice and an overall positive tone
from the education. These results can be interpreted to indicate that there is a need
to build trust regarding children’s skills as Internet users.
The answer to RQ3 is illustrated in figure 27.
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Fig. 27. Answering research question 34.

5.2

Discussion of the results

Some of the findings presented in this thesis concerning children’s online safety
skills and conduct and online safety mediation corroborate the findings of previous
research. However, some findings open entirely new avenues for research as well
as point out gaps in our existing understanding. Some of the issues identified in the
previous chapter also indicate that technology could be utilized to improve the
situation. Concerning these, I will include some suggestions.
5.2.1 Children’s online safety skills and conduct
It has been established that European children between the ages of 9–16 are
typically not unskilled when it comes to online safety (Livingstone et al., 2011),
and children in Finland seem to have more digital skills than children in other
European countries (R. Kupiainen et al., 2012). My results concerning children’s
skills are in line with this. In general, the children who took part in my research
also seemed to be quite confident about their online safety skills. However, for the
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The illustration of a man and a child browsing their smartphone included with permission from KAVI
/ Mediataitokoulu.fi
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most pars, they were not as confident as reported in previous research with Finnish
children of the same age (Suoninen, 2013, pp. 68-70). Also, parents in my research
had a positive opinion of children’s online safety skills and conduct. However,
children had significantly more positive opinions than parents.
Teachers interviewed in this study viewed children as being handy with
technology and quick to learn, but acknowledged that individual differences can be
big. Some teachers viewed children’s technology use as entertainment-oriented and
believed they do not think much about the consequences of their actions online.
Overall, teachers believed that online safety issues are not a major concern among
children, but that children are quite capable of handling smaller online safety issues
in their own groups.
While all teachers believed most children use a lot of technology in their free
time, they also acknowledged that some children do not have the opportunity, or
even the desire, to interact with digital technologies at home. This echoes the results
from previous research that suggests children’s technology use varies according to
socioeconomic status (Livingstone & Smith, 2014), but even those children who
do not use technology are participants in a culture where new social media, digital
media distribution and digital media production are commonplace (Horst et al.,
2010). During their interviews, the teachers identified same favourite Internet uses
for children that are mentioned in previous literature (Kotilainen & Suoninen, 2013;
Noppari, 2014): The teachers believed that WhatsApp is important to all children,
and while girls tend to enjoy sharing photos and using Instagram, boys might spend
more time with gaming, and using YouTube to watch and sometimes share videos.
The children who took part in my research reported having encountered online
safety threats that have been identified in the literature (boyd & Hargittai, 2013;
Magkos et al., 2014), including computer threats like viruses and having their
passwords misused, contact threats like contact with strangers and cyberbullying,
content threats like scary or disturbing videos or photos. While some children also
reported engaging in downloading material such as music and movie files from the
Internet, only a few admitted other conduct threats like bullying others. The risky
behaviour reported most is interacting with unknown people online. Earlier
research has also established that Finnish children communicate a lot online with
persons they have never met offline (R. Kupiainen et al., 2012), but it should be
remembered that most of these new acquaintances might be friends of friends or
friends of family (R. Kupiainen, 2013). Contact with strangers is seen as a central
part of many Internet activities, like gaming, social media, and publishing online
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where children are creating relationships with the Internet and using the Internet to
maintain and expand their social contacts (R. Kupiainen, 2013).
Despite being exposed to a variety of online threats and engaging in risky
behaviour, only 21% of the children who took part in my research remembered
having seen or experienced something on the Internet that scared or bothered them.
This number is higher than the European (12%) or Finnish (14%) averages reported
in previous studies (R. Kupiainen et al., 2012; Livingstone et al., 2011). However,
the previous research was conducted seven years ago. One might speculate that
children do encounter more online threats nowadays – but the higher percentages
in my results might also be explained in part by the fact that the EUKids online
research I am referencing also included the experiences of older children (children
aged 9–16), and they were only asked to take into account the past year (R.
Kupiainen et al., 2012). In my data, those children who were bothered mostly
reported turning to their parents and friends for help. They have been identified
previously as important actors in children’s online safety; however, the role of the
teachers has also been acknowledged to be important, especially for children from
lower-income homes (Hasebrink et al., 2011). Teachers are also in a central position,
as they have opportunities to inform children about online safety (Hasebrink et al.,
2011).
An important topic that came to the forefront in my data concerning children’s
Internet use and online safety was that children are also mediating online safety in
their own groups, thinking about what they should and should not do online,
discussing these issues and advising their friends. While more use has been seen to
facilitate more digital literacy and safety skills (Livingstone et al., 2011), and online
safety can also be seen as a developmental process of adolescent growth
(Wisniewski et al., 2014), not much research seems to exist that discusses children
mediating online safety amongst and by themselves. This definitely warrants future
research. It is also interesting to see that children seem to have a more positive
opinion about their online safety skills and conduct than their parents and teachers.
5.2.2 Online safety mediation
Online safety mediation at home
The parents reported engaging in all of the social mediation tactics identified in
previous literature (Hasebrink et al., 2011). Restricting and monitoring children’s
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Internet use was done in my data by checking the websites the children visit and
controlling at what age they can join social media. The parents also reported
engaging in technical mediation through checking browsing history and using virus
protection. However, the use of so-called parental controls that restrict access or
block content was not very popular. In the public discussions, some viewed them
as ineffective and easy for the children to bypass. Concerning this, it should be
noted that although the myth of the “expert” child and the “dumb” parent is visible,
this is something that is not supported by current research, In fact, in Finland
children have acknowledged that their parents are more competent media users than
themselves (Noppari, 2014). Furthermore, even if a gap existed, it would be
possible to close it by acquiring skills and experience (Helsper & Eynon, 2010).
The reason why parental controls are not used might be partly because of the factors
mentioned in the earlier research, such as that these tools are not effective in
blocking non-English language content, or for ethical considerations (Magkos et
al., 2014). Out of all the mediation strategies, the parents reported engaging most
in active mediation of children’s online safety, as is also advocated in the previous
literature (Dürager & Livingstone, 2012; Tynes, 2007).
Earlier research has also acknowledged this trend towards active mediation and
suggested that technical mediation should take into consideration not only controls
for safety but also the fact that parents want to be actively involved in their
children’s online activities (Nouwen et al., 2015). Designers have also been
encouraged to give the youth access to their own digital footprints to become more
self-aware of their potentially risky behaviors and patterns and to build resilience
(Wisniewski et al., 2015). It has also been recommended that technical mediation
should ensure that parental visibility can be accomplished in a way that does not
compromise the agency and autonomy that children need in order to mature into
independent adults (Yardi & Bruckman, 2011).
Overall, the majority of both parents and children seemed to agree that the
parents are engaging in different strategies of online safety mediation. However, in
line with previous research (R. Kupiainen et al., 2012), parents had a significantly
more positive view than their children about the amount of online safety mediation
they engage in. However, children were significantly more confident than their
parents that the parents know what they do online. This is perhaps understandable
in the light of previous research discussing parents’ uncertainty regarding
technologies that children use and their online activities (Yardi & Bruckman, 2011)
as Internet use is becoming more private (Livingstone, 2009; Noppari, 2014). From
the parents’ perspective, these findings are well aligned: worried parents are
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reporting engaging in mediation activities to protect their children. The findings
derived from children, however, lead to many new questions. Are the parents
actually performing the mediation activities they say they are? Or don’t the children
know or remember that mediation takes place? As for the mediation strategies, one
can ask if the parents are deliberately keeping the children in the dark regarding
technical mediation or monitoring their Internet use. This might well be the case.
The parents might not want to share with their children that they are checking their
browsing histories or using parental controls. The parents might feel that it defeats
the purpose – if you tell the children beforehand that you will be checking their
browsing histories, wouldn’t they just delete the parts they don’t want you to see?
I wonder, however, what explains the significant differences in the opinions
concerning whether or not the parents engage in active mediation and restrictions.
Do the parents just want to appear as proactive “good parents” (boyd & Hargittai,
2013) and thus exaggerate their actions? Or is active mediation too abstract for the
children to understand, or too mundane to remember? As for the restrictions, one
could expect that parents would rather want to inform their children. Hence, whose
story is closer to the reality – the children’s or the parents? These are some
interesting issues that would definitely warrant more research.
Online safety mediation in school
In line with previous research, the importance of integration of digital technologies
and web 2.0 developments to school life (Ahn, Bivona, & DiScala, 2011; Lennie,
2013; Nguyên & Mark, 2014) was quite visible in my data. Teachers explained that
they are trying to prepare children for the future and close the gap between school
and children’s free time by utilizing technologies that connect to the children’s
media world. This is an important step from the point of view of children’s rights,
as digital technologies are and continue to be an important part of their lives from
an early age – we should focus on improving children’s supply of information and
offering opportunities for self-expression and participation together with adult
support (Kotilainen, 2011; Ólafsson et al., 2013b).
With regards to online safety, my research found that the teachers believed that
traditional lecturing regarding online safety is not very effective; some children
might think it is just “old people ranting”, and close their ears. They believed that
tying the teaching instead into children’s own experiences as issues arise works
better, e.g., making instructive remarks (Shin & Lwin, 2016) about copyright issues
when the children search for material for their essays on Wikipedia. The teachers
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interviewed in my research believed educational materials from different
organisations can be useful in teaching children online safety. They believed the
most effective tools to be funny videos with a message, computer games, as well
as exercises where children reflect on their actions together in a group. However,
concerning these kind of materials, it should be noted that here is a lack of research
concerning which actually work and which do not (Ólafsson et al., 2013b).
Previous research has recognized that teachers have a central position in
mediating children’s online safety, as they have opportunities to inform (Hasebrink
et al., 2011) and can shape attitudes and behaviour (Hasebrink et al., 2011; Shin &
Lwin, 2016). The autonomy of teachers in Finland is a great asset, and produces
some of the best education in the world (S. Kupiainen et al., 2009). However, in
today’s rapidly changing world it is also a challenge, as teachers sometimes struggle
to deliver online safety education to children. The reasons mentioned by the
teachers in my data echo some of those identified in the previous research, such as
the lack of knowledge regarding activities that children engage in (Lorenz et al.,
2012), or lack of educational resources and common policies (Hall et al., 2014;
Sharples et al., 2009).
In my data, it was clear that there is an abundance of educational material
available but, paradoxically, this results in the teachers feeling that it is very
difficult to select the best, up-to-date pieces. Therefore, they end up in a situation
where there is a lack of educational resources. However, if there are no common
policies in place on how to manage online safety, a common response is to restrict
access (Lorenz et al., 2011). Indeed, some teachers noted that restrictive mediation
of online safety is warranted, for example when it comes to children’s smart phone
use. Monitoring was practiced, for example, concerning children’s activities on
WhatsApp. Then again, most teachers favoured active mediation, as also is
recommended in the previous research (Dürager & Livingstone, 2012; Tynes,
2007). They approached online safety matters as they emerged in school, and
believed that this way of connecting teaching to the children’s electronic lives
produces good results. At the same time, they acknowledged that children might
not be telling them everything that is going on. Therefore, I concur with the
previous research (Anastasiades & Vitalaki, 2011; Lorenz et al., 2011) that a more
systematic approach is needed for teaching online safety in schools. Some schools
had already tried to compile their own educational packages based on different
materials, but the efforts did not seem consistent. In addition to tackling issues that
emerge in school life, we need to find interesting ways to educate children on the
matters that do not emerge naturally there: Even if children have not experienced
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certain threats online, it doesn’t mean they shouldn’t learn what to do if they ever
do. A systematic approach to online safety should also include an investment in
teacher training to increase their online safety knowledge and their capability to
provide help in difficult situations (Baker, 2010; Hasebrink et al., 2011). It is not
easy for teachers to find ways to use digital technologies in pedagogically sound
ways, even if teachers are otherwise confident in their personal use of technologies
(Ziegler et al., 2009). Some education had been arranged for teachers, but not much
and only on a voluntary basis. The teachers wished for more guidance, at least
related to children’s online safety education. They also tried to become familiar
with the educational materials produced by different national actors, but there was
simply too much available, and it was sometimes considered extra work. Common
policies and training together would help ease the pressure on individual teachers.
My results from the workshops with children echo those of the teachers
concerning technology adoption and connecting to the children’s media world.
While the children might not be the most qualified people to decide what is
important to learn about online safety, they can tell us what excites them, or what
bores them, and what helps them learn (Druin, 2002). Generally, the children in my
research commented that they enjoy watching videos and being able to use their
laptops or smart phones in school – learning about online safety while actually
online, whether it is to search for information or to play a game either alone or with
others. This echoes previous literature, where online safety can also be seen as an
action by children themselves, enabled by their increasing independence and as a
developmental process (Wisniewski et al., 2014). As more use has been seen to
facilitate more digital literacy and safety skills (Livingstone et al., 2011),
connecting learning to the children’s own media landscape and learning while
doing are certainly important issues.
Naturally, when allowing children to work independently online, the schools
need to ensure that they have up-to-date technical mediation (e.g., virus protection,
firewalls) installed on the computers, and the teacher’s role would most likely
involve monitoring children’s Internet use as well as active mediation, talking to
them and offering help when the children need it (Wisniewski et al., 2015).
However, it became evident during my workshops that the equipment can be
outdated or lacking despite the increasing use of digital technologies in schools
(Nguyên & Mark, 2014), and the growing interest in promoting digital learning
digital participation and digital literacy in schools (Ólafsson et al., 2013b; Sharples
et al., 2009), even in countries categorised as “high use” country in terms of its
young people’s Internet use such as Finland (R. Kupiainen et al., 2012). As many
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children carry smartphones anyway, a good option might be to design more
education to be also accessible on hand-held devices.
The children’s comments gathered during the workshops also provided wider
design recommendations for education targeted at them, which are a novel
contribution of this thesis work. The children wished for more concrete advice
instead of vague warnings – for example, advice on how to check if someone online
actually is who they say they are. This need for concrete advice perhaps reflects
back to the cognitive level of a child, needing abstract concepts to be explained in
a concrete manner (Lerner 2002, Piaget et al. 1997 in Druin, 2002). Children also
voiced their hope for education where the tone of the task was not judgmental and
where they learn the positive sides of Internet use.
This kind of feedback is very valuable. Perhaps we as adults are sometimes
motivated by fear when mediating children’s online safety, hoping to shield them
from anything that would jeopardize their information security (Harris, 2002) and
personal safety (Waters et al., 2004). The importance of a positive tone was
highlighted when the children were asked to reflect on what they learned from the
video task: some seemed to learn a very negative lesson from the video, stating
they learned they should never talk to strangers online or make new friends there.
This takeaway most likely is not what was intended by the creators of the video, as
it is widely known that there are a lot of good things that can come from engaging
online (Livingstone & Smith, 2014).
In my research, schools emerged as an important nexus of activities that can
contribute to children’s online safety. This nexus connects peers, parents, teachers,
and other actors in a shared dialogue. As previous research (Hasebrink et al., 2011;
Wright, 2015; Yardi & Bruckman, 2011) suggests, teachers also position parents as
important mediators of children’s online safety. They agreed that setting rules and
boundaries for digital technology use can be difficult for parents (Yardi &
Bruckman, 2011) as children’s activities have become harder to monitor. Previous
research stresses the need to also educate parents (Hernandez & Leung, 2004), and
teachers reported efforts to achieve this, e.g., arranging lectures for parents. The
teachers also gave parents advice on online safety, and hoped that parents would
play a more active role in online safety mediation. This is in line with previous
research that suggests involvement of parents (Ozcinar & Ekizoglu, 2013), as well
as peers (Atkinson et al., 2009) in children’s education. The latter recommendation
is connected also with our findings, as teachers reported positive experiences in
encouraging children to teach online safety to each other, for example older
children creating lessons for the younger ones or children setting rules for digital
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technology use by themselves, maybe even teaching their teacher. The teachers also
noted that their responsibilities and roles were sometimes conflicting or blurry.
Discourses of control, trust and involvement
Concerning the mediation of children’s online safety, the discourses arguing for
controlling children for the sake of their safety and discourses arguing for trust and
involvement emerged from the data very early. The existence of such discourses
can be related to existing research, as there are studies discussing the prevention of
certain kinds of online behaviour of children (Nouwen et al., 2015; Renaud &
Maguire, 2015) while some researchers have argued for children’s resilience
(Wisniewski et al., 2015), translucence in the solutions (Yardi & Bruckman, 2011)
and parental involvement (Nouwen et al., 2015) as significant issues concerning
children’s online safety.
I view the concepts of trust and control as parallel, not mutually exclusive or
opposites. In addition, I believe that the concept of involvement to be intimately
intertwined with both. As for the discourse on trust, some discussants argued for
adults to allow children freedom and to trust them to behave in a responsible
manner. A more moderate position argued for involvement to enter the picture:
adult-child communication, adult supervision, and adult active participation in
children’s online activities were recommended (In line with Fan & Chen, 2001).
These dimensions of involvement are related to the discussion of parental trust that
is based on children’s disclosure, adult solicitation or parental control (Kerr et al.,
1999), which were all seen in the research. Children’s disclosure was seen in my
data when children explained that they ask advice from their parents about what
they can publish and showed their messages to their parents if asked, while parental
solicitation was seen when parents were encouraged to ask their children what
kinds of social media they use. Finally, control was seen in the ways the parents
were monitoring their children’s screen time or game time, or restricting their
access, e.g., by using technical mediation. These, in turn, could all contribute to
building parental trust (Kramer, 1999).
It was also interesting to observe how well the categorization of different
modes of control (see Kirsch, 1997) fit the data, albeit they were derived from a
different context. Examples of behaviour control, such as rules for smartphone use
or screen time, were obvious in the data. Outcome control was less exercised but
there still were some examples, e.g., restricting game time during the week so that
children can play on the weekends. Clan control also emerged in the data, in the
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sense of children enforcing their own rules concerning smartphone use, or families
discussing and settling rules for online safety together. Finally, it was very
interesting that instances of self-control were found, such as children thinking about
what kind of pictures they should publish online or how much to use their smart
phones. The framework on control that was adopted (i.e Kirsch, 1997) enabled me
to discover a lot of variety in what control may entail and how it may be
accomplished. It was not only adults controlling children, but also children
controlling each other or themselves.
One may speculate whether in some of these cases, children tried to echo the
voice of a concerned adult by saying what they expect adults wish them to say (see
e.g. Molin-Juustila et al., 2015). Then again, self-control and peer control among
children are certainly necessary if adults truly give children freedom and trust them
to be able to make the right choices and engage online by themselves. Hence, it is
good news that such control modes emerged in the data. However, further research
is needed in relation to this topic. It would be very interesting to examine each of
these control modes in more detail with children and families.
5.2.3 Design implications
A tool for supporting online safety mediation at home
My results combined with previous research lead me to envision a combination of
technical and active mediation that includes a suitable mixture of parental control,
trust and involvement that would serve both parents’ and children’s interests, giving
parents a tool for ensuring children’s safety but at the same time facilitating
building trust between family members. My vision is illustrated in figure 28.
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Fig. 28. Envisioning active technical mediation.

Instead of just aiming for control, I believe we should design for active technical
mediation where both parents and children are actively involved in setting shared
rules and using the tools. I consider it essential that children know that the program
is there, and what it will do; there needs to be transparency (Yardi & Bruckman,
2011). This kind of active solution for technical mediation could include features
such as customized parental messages that pop up to the children if they engage in
risky behaviour, such as using keywords in their Internet searches that the parents
have defined as being harmful in the program settings (e.g. related to sex, violence,
or pro-anorexia content). In addition, an option for parents to input selected search
words could address the problem wherein the programs are not typically effective
in blocking non-English language content (Magkos et al., 2014).
When encountering the messages from the parent, the child in turn should have
the option to either stop their risky behaviour or ignore the messages and continue
with what they are doing. This would also help in building trust between family
members. Children in any case use more and more technology and encounter
potentially harmful situations, so sometimes parents will just have to rely on
children behaving responsibly (Kerr et al., 1999). Giving children more control
would show the children that their parents trust them to make good decisions. The
option to bypass the parental messages could help to secure agency and autonomy
of children (Yardi & Bruckman, 2011), help build resilience to online risks, and
arouse self-awareness of their Internet use (Wisniewski et al., 2015), all identified
as important issues in previous research.
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If the child makes a decision to continue with the risky behaviour despite
parental warning, the parents of course want to be notified. This should not be done
in secrecy. The child should also be made aware by the program that this will
happen if they choose to continue. However, when reporting to the parents, the
program should take into account the child’s right to privacy, and information
provided to adults should be modified accordingly. If the report was, for example,
weekly, there should be an option to modify what it contains, so that the parents
and the child can negotiate this together and perhaps change it over time. The report
could for example be modified to include only a summary of the search results but
not include the number of instances, the times, or the specific search words.
Overall, I believe that a solution such as this would take into account the ethical
considerations related to technical monitoring (Magkos et al., 2014; Mathiesen,
2013) as well as contribute to maintaining a trusting relationship: parents would
know when there is something to worry about, and children would know that their
parents care. Parents would have some understanding of what their children do
online, but children would not need to feel that they are being spied on. This kind
of solution could also encourage parents and children to discuss further their actions
and to negotiate shared rules and limits of appropriate behaviour, for example
through exclusion or inclusion of certain search words in the program settings or
the content of the reports received. In this sense, such a solution would also include
elements of clan and self-control (Kirsch, 1997), families settling these issues in
collaboration and children gaining understanding of what is appropriate behaviour.
A tool for supporting online safety mediation in school
My results combined with previous research lead me to envision an example of a
technical solution that would offer teachers a systematic way to become acquainted
with digital technologies popular with children, help them incorporate these in
teaching and allow for online safety education in flexible ways.
Teachers today are trying to take into account their students’ historical bodies
as technology users and find teaching practices that fit the children’s world. To
enable this, I envision an online platform where teachers and children can learn the
basic functionality of different social media in one place. This solution could
include learning modules like blogs, video-sharing sites, messaging services, social
networks and picture-sharing sites. As youth today adopt and discard different
services with ease, additional modules could be developed as new trends arise, and
the teacher and the students could decide together which modules they wish to use.
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By default, the system should be closed, so that children can practice online
behaviour in their own group, i.e., learning while doing. The students should be
trusted to produce and share their own materials and comment on the things that
others are sharing. The solution should allow access anytime, across multiple
devices like smartphones, tablets and PCs.
To help overcome possible unfamiliarity with technologies or online safety
issues (i.e., to change the historical body), the solution should offer the teachers a
more systematic way to approach online safety education in their work. When
becoming familiar with the modules, the users should be offered information about
their functionalities, similar services, and associated online safety issues. Advice
should be provided on how to tie different modules into learning goals: Classes
could practice the use of picture-sharing sites by uploading pictures from art
projects to a module that mimics Instagram. They could share essays or short stories
in blogs or build a Wiki about a group project. Teachers should be able to choose
how to incorporate the different modules into teaching — one by one or many at a
time. Allowing the teacher to act as administrator and moderator would help them
maintain control of what goes on. This way, they could tackle different online safety
related issues if they arise. For example, they could discuss copyright issues and
referencing when essays are researched or posted online, or talk about
cyberbullying if mean comments are posted. This would also allow teachers to take
into account children’s design recommendations for online safety education:
Including more concrete advice, learning while doing, and creating an overall
positive tone to learning about online safety.
To link school and other actors’ together better and to take into account the
interaction order between all actors involved in ensuring children’s online safety,
there should be an option to involve outside users. These outside users could
include children from partner classes or parents of the students. In addition to
improving home-school communications, this could help parents to become
familiar with their children’s media landscape, to build mutual trust, and to become
more involved in issues concerning their children’s digital lives.
To my knowledge, no similar system as exists; individual teachers might be
using social media in their teaching, and schools are rolling out productivity
software that includes more user communication and collaboration. However, I
hope to take this one step further. I envision a modular, customizable platform that
provides a systematic way for teachers to take in new technologies that are popular
among children, where online safety issues and teacher support are important
inherent parts.
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On designing such tools
The design implications suggested in this chapter can act as a starting point, a
conversation opener. I am aware that not all of my data allows me to draw very
strong conclusions for design. For example, the suggestion I have made for
supporting online safety mediation at school is based on a limited number of
interviews with teachers, as well as a relatively low number of educational
materials that were used in the workshops from where children’s design
recommendations were derived.
Furthermore, I understand that designing and implementing the kind of
technical systems that I have suggested in this section can be difficult because they
have to be very flexible. One thing that the developers of such systems need to take
into consideration is the varying requirements of children of different ages; a
technical solution that fits a six-year-old might look very different than one meant
for mediating the online safety of a 16-year-old. Also, parenting and teaching styles
differ and pose different needs. Therefore, I also suggest designing such solutions
in collaboration among children and adults. An inter-generational and multiperspective design team is likely needed here, as existing research and my results
have shown that various kinds of perspectives and values can be associated with
means and tools meant for ensuring children’s online safety (Nouwen et al., 2015).
In addition to children and their parents, teachers or industry representatives
may be invited into these teams, as well as representatives of the numerous expert
groups identified in this study. Such design work would enable voicing, negotiating
and hopefully also integrating the viewpoints of this variety of stakeholders. The
basis for the design sessions could be the discourses of trust, control and
involvement as well as the formal and informal modes of control presented by
Kirsch (1997), to give the design discussions a neutral starting point while still
covering the central issues related to mediation. This kind of design work would
take into account the nexus analytical concepts of historical bodies of different
parties and interaction order between them, and enable voicing, negotiating and
hopefully also integrating the viewpoints of a variety of stakeholders.
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6

Conclusion

6.1

Summary of the results

The aim of my thesis was to shed light on the current state of children’s online
safety in Finland, especially on the social action of mediating children’s Internet
use and online safety as it is carried out at home and in schools. I also offered
suggestions as to how this mediation could be supported. In my research I asked
specifically: 1) How do children aged 10–12 approach and enact online safety? 2)
How is online safety of children aged 10–12 currently mediated at home and in
schools? 3) How can online safety mediation of children aged 10–12 at home and
in schools be supported further? The previous chapter offers answers to these
research questions, as well as discussion of the results and some concrete design
implications. Here, I will just summarize the main points.
First of all, Finnish children aged 10–12 are not unskilled when it comes to
online safety. They have confidence in their own safety skills and are mediating
online safety among themselves and in their peer groups. While they have already
encountered different online threats, not many have been bothered by it. Those that
have been bothered turn to their parents and friends for help the most. Parents and
teachers also have confidence concerning the children’s skills; however, perhaps
not as much as children do. This can reflect back to the adults’ own histories as
digital technology users. It should also be noted that the surveys were conducted in
a school environment with teachers and peers present, and this may have influenced
the answers of some children – perhaps they gave more socially desirable answers.
Moreover, it is perhaps natural to see one’s own skills and efforts in a more positive
light than others do. One might also exaggerate if one believes that their skills and
efforts are under some sort of review and being judged.
In general, when mediating children’s online safety, people close to the
children, like their parents and their teachers, are trying to find a balance between
necessary control, loving trust, and involvement concerning children’s Internet use.
While parents are engaging in some activities to monitor and restrict their children’s
Internet use, most rely on active mediation: Talking to their children and offering
help. Parents are also using technical mediation such as antivirus and pop-up
blockers, but not that many use parental controls. Active mediation has been linked
to children having more skills and therefore also lower risk and harm, so it is a good
thing to favour this active mediation – in the light of my results concerning
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children’s online safety skills and conduct, and in the light of previous research, it
seems to be working.
These results can inform the developers of technical solutions for mediating
online safety. Towards this end, I have suggested a solution for active technical
mediation where both the children and the parents act as users. To some extent, the
children and the parents disagree on how much parents mediate their online safety.
Perhaps the children do not perceive how much their parents do engage in these
activities, or perhaps the parents might also have also exaggerated in their selfreporting to seem like proactive, good parents (boyd & Hargittai, 2013). I however
maintain that parental mediation is needed also in the future. The children of today
need their parents to help them to manage and navigate safely in the digital world,
no matter how competent the children think they themselves are. It is to parents
that the children turn for help. More family-centered means and tools for ensuring
children’s online safety would facilitate this as well as encourage a close and caring
relationship between children and adults (Fletcher et al., 2004).
In schools, online safety mediation is linked with digital technology adoption.
While some restrictions and monitoring attempts were performed concerning smart
phone use, the importance of active mediation was stressed also here. Instead of
lecturing about online safety, teachers felt that the online safety message is best
received through tying the learning into children’s own experiences, and handling
issues as they naturally emerge during normal school life. Teachers reported
positive experiences with encouraging children to teach online safety to each other,
for example older children creating a lesson for the younger ones, or children
setting rules for digital technology use by themselves, maybe even teaching their
teacher. Material from outside actors, such as educational videos, games and
exercises that make children think about their own actions, were considered useful,
but teachers reported difficulties in locating the best pieces to use in class. Children
echoed the thoughts of the teachers, saying that they like using smartphones,
computers, games and videos in class since they like interacting with these
technologies. The children wished they could learn while doing, e.g., interacting
online. The children also wished for a positive tone in education: Learning the
positives instead of concentrating on the negatives, and receiving concrete advice
instead of vague warnings.
While trying to connect digital technology use and online safety to everyday
schoolwork in a meaningful way, the teachers need to collaborate with multiple
stakeholders, including children, colleagues, school administration and parents.
Sometimes the interaction and division of responsibilities between actors were seen
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conflicting or blurry. Generally, the teachers felt quite alone in deciding how much
to use digital technologies in class, and how online safety is taught during class;
they wished for more support. The teachers’ wish for help from the school also
reflects more broadly the background and history of the Finnish school system, in
which the pedagogical independence of teachers is emphasized.
These results can inform schools and educational authorities as well as those
organizations that are developing solutions for online safety education for schools.
Towards this end, I have suggested a solution that would offer teachers a systematic
way to become acquainted with digital technology popular with children, help them
incorporate them in teaching and allow for online safety education in flexible ways.
I acknowledge that designing and implementing the kind of systems that I
propose here can be difficult because they have to be so flexible. Developers need
to take into consideration the varying requirements of children of different ages.
Moreover, teaching and parenting styles differ and pose different needs. I maintain
that the issues identified could be useful also when thinking about further
developing already-existing systems targeted at families, schools and teachers.
In the end, I wish to point out that from the point of view of children’s rights,
it is crucial to recognize and acknowledge that media culture is part of their daily
lives from the earliest age. Instead of focusing our efforts too much on controlling
and restricting children, we should enhance their supply of information and offer
them opportunities for self-expression and participation as well as providing
support and awareness-building (Kotilainen, 2011; Ólafsson et al., 2013b.).
6.2

Contribution to science

The increase in Internet usage by young children has not yet been matched by
research exploring the benefits and risks of their online engagement, so there are
gaps in the current knowledge (Holloway et al., 2013). There has been an
increasing interest in children’s online safety in human-computer interaction
research, among other disciplines, with studies reporting on children’s risky actions
(Pater et al., 2015), parental concerns (Ammari et al., 2015; Ammari &
Schoenebeck, 2015), and mitigation of children’s online activities (Hiniker, Suh,
Cao, & Kientz, 2016; Nouwen et al., 2015; Renaud & Maguire, 2015; Wisniewski
et al., 2015). Human-computer interaction researchers have argued, for example,
for children’s resilience (Wisniewski et al., 2015), translucence in online safety
solutions (Yardi & Bruckman, 2011), and parental involvement (Nouwen et al.,
2015) and discussed ‘child-centered security’ as a research discipline (Dempsey,
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Cassidy, & Sim, 2016). Even though information security is an established field
within information systems research, research concerning children and their online
activities is still lacking (Hartikainen et al., 2015).
The role of parents in ensuring children’s online safety has been seen as a
particularly interesting topic to study further (Ólafsson et al., 2013b; Wright, 2015)
as parents are the main agents in mediating children’s online safety (Hasebrink et
al., 2011). Teachers are also in a central position, as they have ample opportunities
to inform children about online safety (Hasebrink et al., 2011) and to shape
children’s attitudes and behaviour (Hasebrink et al., 2011; Shin & Lwin, 2016). Yet,
they are currently under-researched actors (Ólafsson et al., 2013b).
In my research, I have contributed to academic discussion by focusing on the
online safety mediation by teachers and parents. I have also made visible the
complex interplay not just between teachers and parents, but also between others
actors involved in mediating children’s online safety. These actors include the
industry and different organizations and policymakers involved in developing and
spreading information about technological and educational solutions for the
purpose, as well as the children themselves. I have also uncovered the discourses
on control, involvement, and trust that permeate discussions on children’s online
safety in our society. These discourses have important implications on the means
that we develop for ensuring children’s online safety. While some control is needed,
instead of risking the loss of children’s trust through restricting or monitoring,
adults may want to build a trusting relationship with children in which they can
trust children to make good decisions, and the children trust them. Furthermore,
while online safety has been seen as a developmental process of adolescent growth
(Wisniewski et al., 2014), my research also unearthed an important discourse of
children mediating online safety by themselves. It is also interesting to see that
children seem to have a more positive opinion about their online safety skills and
conduct than their parents and teachers. These results have important implications
both for research and practice: how we design mediational means for ensuring
children’s online safety.
My inquiry offers a nuanced and rich account and opens a variety of
possibilities wherein which human-computer interaction and information systems
research can support this important endeavour. Moreover, researchers interested in
the school context in general can gain valuable insights into teachers’ multifaceted
work and how technology plays a role in it. This study also proposes for qualitative
Human-computer interaction and information systems research a novel research
approach of nexus analysis that enables studying complex topics in depth. Nexus
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analysis is especially suitable for interaction designers’ use, as it specifically is
interested in interaction between people and how their historical bodies affect it.
The use of the central concepts of nexus analysis for data analysis enabled me to
see the complexity of the social action studied in this thesis work. It made visible
the interaction order between different actors involved in mediating children’s
online safety, and the problems in that interaction. Nexus analysis also led me to
explore how the historical bodies of the people involved might influence how they
mediate online safety. Moreover, it also helped me to identify the important
discourses in place concerning mediating children’s online safety. In my work, I
have shown here one example of how the strategy can be operationalized in practice,
leading even to a number of actionable design ideas.
6.3

Contribution to practice

The key impact of this research was to benefit the research subjects: the children
and their parents and teachers. In addition to engaging with teachers as well as
children and their parents when collecting the data, I also kept in contact with the
teachers regularly via email, informing them about the schedule, my results, and
the published papers. This is something that they could then also share with the
children and the parents if they chose. In nexus analysis, change happens as a result
of the researcher engaging with the research participants, engaging in discourses
with them, recording actions and maybe constructing new courses of action
(Scollon & Scollon, 2004a). In line with this, I believe I have contributed to the
change in the social action of mediating children’s online safety, and the people
participating, by interacting with them throughout my research and by encouraging
them to think about the issues of online safety more in their everyday lives –
whether teaching a class, looking after loved ones or participating in social media.
I hope that my engagement with the research participants will contribute to a
positive butterfly effect even when the project is over. The teachers who reported
problems in safety mediation might take a stronger stand concerning these issues
at school and contribute to developing a more systematic approach to online safety.
The parents who took part in the survey perhaps will start thinking more about the
different mediation strategies they use, and start a dialogue on these issues with
their children. The children who took part in the research perhaps will discuss the
issues with their friends or with their siblings. Perhaps they will show others the
educational game about children’s rights that they found entertaining, and so on.
As Scollon and Scollon explain: “broader social issues are ultimately grounded in
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the micro actions of social interaction, and conversely, the most mundane of microactions are nexus through which the largest cycles of social organization and
activity circulate” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004b, pp. 8).
Furthermore, in this thesis work I have contributed to practice by discussing
the implications of the discourses survey, the teacher interviews, and the surveys
with children and their guardians, and how my findings could influence tools and
solutions developed for mediating children’s online safety. By evaluating different
existing online safety-related education tools, and deriving children’s own design
recommendations for the development of such tools, I have informed the future
development of educational tools for online safety. I believe that engaging teachers,
parents, children and other family members in the development of future online
safety tools and education could improve the quality of the solutions offered in this
problem area.
I believe that researchers working in the fields of the human-computer
interaction and information systems could make an important contribution here,
especially in the school context. There already is expertise in human-computer
interaction research on ensuring children’s online safety (Holloway et al., 2013;
Nouwen et al., 2015; Pater et al., 2015; Renaud & Maguire, 2015; Wisniewski et
al., 2015; Yardi & Bruckman, 2011). However, in information systems research,
few studies exist concerning children’s online safety. Information systems
researchers’ expertise in information security policy-building and organizational
education and awareness should be applicable in the school context. Such expertise,
combined with expertise on meaningful teaching practices in the context of school,
possessed by teachers, and that on the general issues and interests of children
should contribute to the development of novel online education practices that also
fit in children’s daily lives. Information systems and human-computer interaction
researchers could contribute in intergenerational participatory design (Druin, 2002).
The Scandinavian participatory design community could make a valuable
contribution by arranging and facilitating collaboration among the various actors
involved in ensuring children’s online safety. We could arrange for multistakeholder workshops in which the roles, responsibilities and future actions of
different actors could be negotiated for ensuring children’s online safety.
Technology could enter the picture here to improve the situation among the
multiple parties involved. Online safety education as well as associated tools should
be collaboratively developed. It would be game-changing to focus our efforts on
schools as the next “organisation of interest,” helping schools to educate children
to become responsible, knowledgeable, cyber-savvy citizens. As professionals in
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the field, we should take responsibility, as we have technical knowledge and
methods to find solutions for this problem area.
6.4

Validity and reliability

Qualitative validity of a research means that the researcher checks for the accuracy
of the findings by employing certain procedures. There are many strategies
available to check the accuracy of qualitative research. (Creswell, 2014)
In my work, I have taken the following steps suggested by Creswell (2014) to
ensure validity:
–

–

–

–

I have triangulated different data sources in my research, including literature,
public discussions, interviews, surveys, field notes and notes taken by research
participants. These sources present data collected from multiple stakeholders.
Evidence from all of these different sources has been used to build the
discussion and conclusions of this thesis.
I have conducted member checking of the results by informing the participating
teachers about the schedule and results of the research and the published papers.
The teachers only chose to comment on the design of the survey and the
workshops. The results of my study are such that teachers can share with the
children, parents, and colleaques if they choose.
To create the richest descriptions possible of the setting, the data collection and
findings were included in the articles. When qualitative researchers provide
detailed descriptions of the settings, the results become more realistic and
richer, which can add to the validity of the findings (Creswell, 2014).
Peer debriefing has been implemented with other PhD students in my research
group to enhance the accuracy of the account. This was done by locating a
person who reviews and asks questions about the research so that the account
will resonate with people other than the researcher. This strategy adds validity
as it involves interpretation beyond the researcher. (Creswell, 2014)

Reliability of a research refers to its repeatability. If another researcher did the same
study with the same measurement units, if the thing measured has not changed, and
came up with the same results, the research would be reliable. It should be noted
that even instruments measuring a physical phenomenon are not completely
reliable, and instruments that measure psychological phenomena or characteristics
are less reliable than them so anything a researcher does to clarify their
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measurement instruments to reduce error will also add to their reliability. (Leedy &
Ormrod, 2005)
To clarify my instruments, I have included in this thesis descriptions of how I
came to select each of the data collection methods I used. Furthermore, I have
included in the appendices 1–7 the teacher interview quide, the information leaflet
and the consent form sent to parents, the surveys with the children and their parents
and their codebooks, and the blueprint for the workshops with children. Further,
checking to determine if the approaches used in this thesis are reliable was
accomplished through the following steps, suggested for qualitative researchers by
Gibbs (2007, in Creswell, 2014):
–
–

–

6.5

Checking transcripts to make sure that they do not contain mistakes made
during transcription.
Making sure that there is not a drift in the definition of codes or a shift in the
meaning of the codes during the process of coding by maintaining a codebook
about the codes used and their definitions.
Discussing the coding and the analysis among co-authors.
Limitations and paths for further research

Next, the limitations of the five studies decribed I this thesis are discussed and
suggestions are made for further research.
Article I presented the results of a literature review concerning children’s
online safety that also formed the basis of the related research chapter of this thesis.
As for the limitations of this study, while many different strategies were carried out
to collect the related literature, online safety of children has raised much academic
interest within diverse set of disciplines and the research forms a field where
definitional, measurement and interpretative challenges still prevail (Livingstone
& Smith, 2014); there is a great deal of literature available that could potentially be
related to this study, and some of it might be missing, for example simply because
they talk about the same issues that I do while using slightly different terms.
Furthermore, I wish I had paid more attention to possible cultural differences in the
literature review starting from article I. In the future, my goal would be to not
concentrate on painting a general, easy-to- read summary of the existing knowledge
and ongoing research, but to be more systematic in reporting where different
research was carried out. I believe that this could have added more richness to the
discussion part of my thesis, particularly on the role of parents versus the school in
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educating children about online safety, or the trends in how such approaches are
being developed in different countries (e.g., are some really pro-active and others
not?). I believe cultural differences in this context are a fascinating topic for further
research. It would be interesting to research if the chosen social mediation strategies
(active mediation, monitoring, and restrictions) used by different actors such as
parents and teachers differ between Europe and the United States, for example.
Article II presented the results of a discourse survey in the Finnish-speaking
open Internet concerning children’s online safety. As for the limitations of this study,
discourses survey provides a researcher independent glimpse into the germane
discourses characterizing the topic, but it has the inherent limitation that the
identities or ages of the people who are participating cannot always be known or
verified. Furthermore, while many different strategies were carried out to collect
the discourses, similar limitations exist as in the literature review: There are a great
deal of news articles, discussions, blog postings, social media articles and so on
that might have been relevant to this study but might be missing, for example
because they didn’t use the same terms as I did to talk about these issues. Regarding
future research I believe however that the discourses of control, trust and
involvement uncovered int this article can be used as a lens for studying mediation
of children’s online safety in other contexts and countries, even when school system
characteristics and actors differ, taking into account that emphasis between them
may vary in different cultures.
Article III presented the results of surveys with children and their parents.
Regarding limitations of the study, an effort was made to encourage honest answers
by promising anonymity and privacy. However, any survey takes place within some
social context. The fact that the children’s survey was conducted in school
environment with teachers and peers present may have influenced the answers of
some children, meaning they gave more “socially desirable” answers. Moreover,
for both parents and children, it is perhaps natural to see one’s own skills and efforts
in a more positive light than others do. Additionally, one might exaggerate if one
believes that their skills and efforts are under some sort of review and being judged.
As to further research on the topic, it would be particularly interesting to investigate
the gender differences in children’s online safety skills and the mediation they
receive from their parents. Socioeconomic status of children and their parents was
not considered in this study, as Finland is not a class-based society and Finnish
schools are public schools. Socioeconomic differences would also be interesting to
study in the future.
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Article IV presented the results of the teacher interviews concerning online
safety mediation in schools. Regarding limitations of the study, as typical for
qualitative research, this study has a relatively low number of participants (9);
rather than statistical logic, my co-authors and I hoped to build a convincing
narrative based on richness and detail. As a data collection method, interviews have
some inherent limitations as well: they provide indirect information filtered through
the view of the interviewees and in a designated place rather than the natural field
setting (Creswell, 2014 pp. 191). Furthermore, not all people interviewed are likely
to be equally articulate and perceptive, and the researcher’s presence might further
influence their answers (ibid). As for future research in this area, it would be
interesting to explore the school as a nexus of activities that contribute to children’s
online safety, and the interplay between different actors involved in mediating
children’s online safety that was sometimes seen as conflicting or difficult. I believe
that engaging in this dialogue to clarify responsibilities between different actors
would also help keep children safer in the online world.
Article V presented the results of the workshops with the children. Regarding
limitations of the study, three different educations were selected to be evaluated
based on the teachers’ feedback on what sounded most current and useful for them.
Even though it would have been interesting to test other kinds of educational
material, the number was limited to three, as the teachers felt that including any
more might take too much time and tire the children. The focus of the workshops
was to see what kind of education the children enjoy, and what kind of education
they would develop if they were in charge. This was perhaps a natural way of
examining the issue for someone who does not have a pedagogical background.
Furthermore, even though effort was made to encourage honest answers from the
children during this phase, the study took place in a school environment. Thus, the
presence of teachers, peers and researchers may have influenced the answers of
some children, meaning they gave more “socially desirable” answers. In addition,
I asked children if they felt they learned something while engaging in these
different tasks. This was done through subjective self-reporting, and I did not test
if their knowledge actually increased. As for future research, it would be interesting
to broaden the scope of different educations to be evaluated. I acknowledge that
future research would benefit from examining this issue through different
pedagogical approaches, and by taking the curriculum into consideration. Future
research could measure objectively the effectiveness of different solutions, for
example by testing children’s knowledge before and after engaging in different
kinds of education. Adding learning goals from the start can also help in making
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these kinds of activities more meaningful for the children (Barendregt, Bekker,
Börjesson, Eriksson, & Torgersson, 2016), thus also providing a bigger “change”
impact.
I used nexus analysis as a theoretical lens in my thesis to bring richness to the
analysis, my unit of analysis was social action (mediation of children’s online safety)
that happens in a specific moment in place and time; it is shaped by the discourses
in place (Scollon & Scollon, 2004b), and also by the historical bodies (Nishida,
1958) of the participants and the interaction order (Goffman, 1981) between them.
One cornerstone of nexus analysis is that all social actions are mediated by cultural
tools or mediational means (Scollon, 2001). Even though the idea is ingrained also
in the concepts of historical body, interaction order, and discourses in place that I
have used in my work, I acknowledge that my study was only a starting point. For
example, while all of the phases of nexus analysis have been gone through, the
nexus analytical concepts did not guide the data collection, nor were they used as
an analytical lens in all of the articles. It would be interesting to study this more
deeply – for example, considering what using the lens of “mediated actions” can
reveal about mediating children’s online safety. Nexus analysis offers a rich lens
for analysis and a wide range of tools for data collection, and I believe that it would
be a useful tool to use in future studies in this area.
Regarding the limitations of my study as a whole, it was carried out in three
participating schools in the Oulu area. Conducting the research in schools enabled
me to reach not only teachers, but also children and their parents. However, as the
study was conducted in certain urban area in Finland, some of the results may be
particular to one country, or one city. On the other hand, the implications for design
are partly based on previous research results from other countries. I maintain that
due to the global and cross-cultural nature of web 2.0 technologies and social media,
the results of this thesis are applicable internationally. For example, online safety
education in schools is still in relative infancy, and in most European countries, the
online safety message is spread horizontally across different topics as in Finland.
Furthermore, the responsibility of teaching online safety is shared between the ICT
teacher and other teachers, and most education targeted at teachers is voluntary
(Eurydice Network, 2010). Because of these similarities, I would expect that the
results concerning the struggles that teachers report when trying to include online safety
education in their classrooms are likely common around Europe.
Regarding ongoing research concerning mediation of online safety in a more
general level, the importance of active mediation, monitoring, and restrictive
mediation by parents and teachers has already generated attention amongst scholars
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from various fields (Dürager & Livingstone, 2012; Hasebrink et al., 2011; Mesch,
2009), there is however still an acknowledged need for further research on the role
of parents and teachers in ensuring children’s online safety, along with other forms
of safety mediation (Ólafsson et al., 2013b. pp 5). Furthermore, not much research
exists that discusses children mediating online safety by themselves or within their
own groups. I believe this to be a very important topic for future research, one that
I would gladly take on.
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Appendix 1: Teacher interview guide
Introduction (approx. 5 min)
• Welcome, introduction of the researcher and research project
• Explaining where the data will be used
• Ask if it is OK for the interview to be recorded
Background of the interviewee (approx. 5 min)
1. Could you at first tell me a little bit about yourself, and your job?
Do these things come up?:
• How old is the interviewee?
• Where is she/he from?
• When did she train to be a teacher?
• How long has she been working at the school?
• What grade is she teaching?
• How many students does she have?
• What kind of tasks does the job include?
• What does she think about her job?
• What kind of a teacher do they see themselves being like?
Interviewees’ digital technology/Internet/social media use (approx. 5 min)
2. Could you like to tell me about your own digital technology use?
Do these things come up?:
• What kind of an IT user does the interviewee perceive herself?
o media/tech savvy, average, beginner etc.
• What kinds of technologies does she use?
o Computers, smartphone, tablets, gaming devices etc.
• What kinds of programs and applications does she use?
o Office programs, Internet browsing, gaming, photo editing
etc.
3.
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Could you tell me about your own Internet and social media use?
Do these things come up?:
• What kind of Internet services do the interviewees use most?
• Does the interviewee use social media?
• If so, how often?
• What kinds of social media do they use?
o Are they sharing materials (Tumblr, YouTube)?
o Are they discussing (WhatsApp, Facebook messenger)?

o
o
o

Are they networking (LinkedIn, Facebook)?
Are they creating content (blogs, videos)?
Or are they mainly spectators, checking what others are
posting (maybe commenting)?

Children and digital technology/Internet/social media use (approx. 15 min)
4. Could you tell me about the digital technology use of the children in your
class?
Do these things come up?:
• What does she think about the digital technology skills of the
children in her class?
o media/tech savvy, average, beginner, etc.
• What kind of digital technology does she think the students are
interested in
o Computers, smartphone, tablets, gaming devices etc.
o Office programs, Internet technologies, gaming, photo editing
etc.
• What kind of digital technology are used in her education / in the
education at the school?
5.

Could you tell me about the Internet and social media use of the children
in your class?
Do these things come up?:
• What kind of Internet services does the teacher think children
use most?
• Does she think her students use social media? If so, how much?
• What kind of services does she believe the children use?
o Are they sharing materials (Tumblr, YouTube)
o Are they discussing (WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger)?
o Are they networking (LinkedIn, Facebook)?
o Are they creating content (blogs, videos)?
o Or are they mainly spectators, checking what others are
posting (maybe commenting)?
o What are the popular social media/Internet sites?
• Is she familiar with the age limits of different social media?
• Social media positive sides (learning, networking, creating)
• Is social media somehow used in her teaching?
• Social media negative sides (sharing too much, bullying,
grooming, sexy selfies etc.)
• Has she had the need to restrict the use of social
media/smartphones on school time?
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•
•

Has she had contact with parents about it?
Has she discussed it with the children?

Children + digital technology + Internet +social media related education
(approx. 15 min)
6. Could you tell me something about possible education at your school?
Do these things come up?:
• Is the interviewee familiar with any existing training offered on
a national level?
• Is she using some of those training packages (or some other) in
her work? If so, what?
• Are there some additional guidelines at the municipality/school
level?
• Have they had visitors teaching these issues/holding seminars?
• Has she developed some of her own practices?
• What does she view as the most important issues that need to be
addressed?
• How have the students responded to different efforts?
• How have the teachers responded to different efforts?
• Is there discussion between parents and teachers about these
issues?
Online safety mediation/education (If not already addressed by the interviewee)
(approx. 15 min)
7. Have online safety issues been taken into account as a part of media
education or otherwise?
Do these things come up?:
• Is the interviewee familiar with any existing training offered on
a national level?
• Is she using some of those training packages (or some other) in
her work? If so, what?
• Are there some additional guidelines at the municipality/school
level?
• Have they had visitors teaching these issues/holding seminars?
• Has she developed some of her own practices?
• What does she view as the most important issues that need to be
addressed in online safety education?
• How have the students responded to different efforts?
• How have the teachers responded to different efforts?
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•
•

How does the interviewee view the online safety skills of their
students?
Is there discussion between parents and teachers about these
issues?

Ending (approx. 5 min)
• Explain that you can send the transcript to the interviewees after it is
done, so they can check it to see if they want to add something.
• Explain that the analysis of the data might take time, and ask if you can
contact them if you have further questions
• Ask if it is OK to contact the interviewee in the future for further
research (surveys with children, focus groups).
• Explain that there will be an information package about the research that
can be shown to the children and their parents, you will be asking for
consent forms and the children have the right to not answer the questions
they do not wish to, and the teacher can be present at all times.
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Appendix 2: Information leaflet and informed consent [In Finnish]
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Appendix 3: Survey for children [In Finnish]
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Appendix 4: Survey for parents [In Finnish]
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Appendix 5: Codebook for children’s survey
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Appendix 6: Codebook for parents’ survey
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Appendix 7: Blueprint for workshops + notes pages [In Finnish]
Puuhapäivä nettiturvallisuudesta
1 Aloitus
Kesto ~5 minuuttia.
Tutkija selittää lapsille kuka on, ja miksi on tullut vierailemaan koululle. Kerrataan
hieman mitä on aiemmin tehty, ja mitä tällä kertaa aiotaan tehdä. Kerrotaan lapsille
että he kokeilevat kolmea erilaista nettiturvallisuuskoulutusta, ja lopuksi mietitään
yhdessä neuvoja ihmisille, jotka tällaisia koulutuksia kehittävät. Korostetaan lasten
osallistumista ideoimiseen, ja heidän roolinsa tärkeyttä
Selitetään millaista materiaalia kerätään, ja miksi. Kerrotaan että osallistuminen on
vapaaehtoista, omien tuotosten käyttämisen tutkimustarkoituksiin voi kieltää, ja
missä vaiheessa tahansa voi osallistumisen lopettaa.
Huom: Opettajia pyydetään pitämään silmällä että vain niiltä lapsilta kerätään
dataa tutkimuskäyttöön, jotka ovat saaneet tutkimusluvan kotoaan ja jotka myös
itse haluavat materiaalin luovuttaa (Heidi toimittaa listan tutkimusluvan saaneista
lapsista).
2. Lapset opetusmateriaalien käyttäjinä
Lapsilta ei suoraan kysellä testien aikana erikseen mitään, vaan he kertovat
kokemuksiaan teoillaan, ilmeillään, keskusteluillaan keskenään. Tarkastellaan siis
eri teknologioiden vaikutusta käytännössä. Nähdään milloin jokin on hankalaa,
minkä tyyppisiin tehtäviin ei lähdetä niin hyvin mukaan, mistä tykätään jne.
Avuksi lapsille annetaan pohja muistiinpanoille joihin he voivat testatessa kirjoittaa
mistä tykkäsivät, mistä eivät, ja oppivatko he uusia asioita.
Video + keskustelu
Kesto ~40 min.
Opettajien haastatteluissa korostettiin ajattelua herättäviä tehtäviä, sekä mukavia
videoita joita voidaan käyttää opetuksen tukena. Puuhapäivän video valittiin
opettajien kommenttien perusteella mediataitokoulun materiaaleista. Nettielämää172

videot esittelevät median käyttöön liittyviä arkisia tilanteita digitarinoiden kautta.
Tarinat on jaksotettu väliotsikoilla, joihin videon voi pysäyttää keskustelua varten.
Olenko Ainoa? -videossa käsitellään sosiaalista mediaa, matkapuhelimen käyttöä,
virtuaalisia hyödykkeitä ja kaveripainetta. Tarina kertoo Riikasta joka liittyy
Lärvikirjaan. Hänen haaveenaan on löytää sieltä poikaystävä, ja pian hän alkaakin
saada yhteydenottoja kivannäköisiltä pojilta. Tarinan teemoja ovat netin julkisuus,
nettipalvelujen yksityisyysasetukset, nettitutun tapaaminen ja kiusaaminen
Video (7 min) + keskustelut (25 min) + muistiinpanot (10 min)
- Heidi esittelee tehtävän, pistää sen pyörimään ja pysäyttää oikeissa
paikoissa
- Opettaja keskusteluttaa lapsia (keskusteluun tarkoitettu lisämateriaali
lähetetty opettajille.)
- Heidi videokuvaa luokkaa videon ja keskustelun aikana (Katso että niitä
lapsia joilla ei ole tutkimuslupaa ei kuvata.)
2.2 Peli
Kesto ~20 min
Opettajien haastatteluissa tuli esille myös että lapset pitävät oppimisesta pelien
kautta. Luokissa olikin opiskeltu eri asioita esimerkiksi Kahootin ja Minecraftin
avulla. Erilaisista netistä löytyvistä peleistä valittiin opettajien kommenttien
perusteella testattavaksi seikkailu sisunmaassa – toiset pelit koettiin joko liian
yksinkertaisiksi, taikka liian monimutkaisiksi.
Seikkailu Sisunmaassa: Peli lapsen oikeuksista. Pelissä ratkotaan lapsen
oikeuksiin liittyviä pulmia ja tehtäviä. Sen on tuottanut Lapsiasiainvaltuutettu. Peli
sopii hyvin alakoululaisille
- Heidi esittelee tehtävän
- Lapset testaavat peliä pareittain tai pienissä ryhmissä
o Opettaja varaa luokalle läppärit etukäteen
- Pyydetään yhdeltä ryhmältä/parilta lupa kuvata heidän testitilanteensa
o Heidi asettaa videokameran ja nauhurin kuvaamaan
- Valokuvaus testin aikana (Ope?)
2.3 Pohdintatehtävä
Kesto ~30 minuuttia
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4H kerhon sivuilta on valittu pohdintatehtävä opettajien kommenttien perusteella.
Tehtävän tarkoituksena on saada lapset hakemaan itse tietoa ja miettimään omaa
nettikäyttäytymistään.
Viisaasti verkossa: Oletko koskaan miettinyt, kuinka suuri internet on? Se käsittää
suuren osan koko maapallon väestöstä, tiedosta ja viestinnästä. Tämä jos mikä tuo
huikeita mahdollisuuksia! Netillä on kuitenkin myös varjopuolensa: sinne mahtuu
tietokoneen sekoittavia haittaohjelmia, rikollista toimintaa ja haitallista materiaalia.
Miten hyvä kapteeni olet - osaatko navigoida tietovirrassa joutumatta vaaraan?
Tässä tehtävässä arvioidaan ja pohditaan netin turvallista käyttöä.
Tee näin
- Etsi netistä tietoa tietoturvasta
- Tee ajatuskartta, johon poimit netistä tärkeitä tietoturvaan liittyviä sanoja.
- Minkälaisia ohjeita turvalliseen netin käyttöön löydät?
- Listaa muutama tärkeä vinkki, jonka antaisit aloittelevalle netin käyttäjälle.
Lopetus - lapset tietolähteinä
Kesto ~20 min
Tutkijan kannalta on tärkeää saada lapset aidosti kommentoimaan koulutuksia,
ideoimaan uutta, ja osallistumaan nettiturvallisuuskoulutusten suunnitteluun.
Kun lapset ovat käyneet läpi kaikki tehtävät, heille annetaan tehtäväksi pohdiskella
pienissä ryhmissä millaisia neuvoja he koulutusten kehittäjille antaisivat ja miten
he itse nettiturvallisuutta opettaisivat. Tätä varten on myös muistiinpanopohjassa
osio valmiina

Kiitokset loppuun!
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Tänään testaamme 3 erilaista lapsille tarkoitettua koulutusta
nettiturvallisuudesta.
Lisäksi keräämme yhteen lasten neuvoja ihmisille, jotka koulutuksia
kehittävät.
Tähän vihkoseen voit tehdä omia muistiinpanojasi eri koulutuksista
Voit kertoa jos pidit jostain, tai jos joku oli outoa tai hankalaa. Voit myös
miettiä mitä parantaisit
Voit tehdä muistiinpanot ranskalaisin viivoin, tai kirjoittaa pidemmälti – ihan
miten itse haluat.
Jos ei huvita kirjoittaa, niin voit vaikka piirrellä jotain tutkijan iloksi!
Muistiinpanot kerätään talteen oppilailta joilla on tutkimuslupa
vanhemmiltaan, ja jotka myös itse antavat siihen luvan. Muistiinpanoihin ei
kirjoiteta omaa nimeä, ne käsitellään nimettömästi ja luottamuksellisesti.
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Video ja keskustelu: Olenko ainoa?
Mistä pidit tässä tehtävässä, ja miksi?

Mistä et pitänyt tässä tehtävässä, ja miksi?

Miten sinä tehtävää parantaisit?

Millaisia uusia asioita opit tästä tehtävästä?

Muita kommentteja:
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Peli: Seikkailu Sisunmaassa
Mistä pidit tässä tehtävässä, ja miksi?

Mistä et pitänyt tässä tehtävässä, ja miksi?

Miten sinä tehtävää parantaisit?

Millaisia uusia asioita opit tästä tehtävästä?

Muita kommentteja:
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Askartelu:Viisaasti verkossa
Mistä pidit tässä tehtävässä, ja miksi?

Mistä et pitänyt tässä tehtävässä, ja miksi?

Miten sinä tehtävää parantaisit?

Millaisia uusia asioita opit tästä tehtävästä?

Muita kommentteja:
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Neuvoja nettiturvallisuuskoulutusten tekijöille
Voit miettiä:
Mitkä asiat sinun mielestäsi ovat tärkeitä oppia nettiturvallisuudesta?
-

Millaista koulutusta sinä haluaisit nettiturvallisuudesta?
o Oliko mikään tänään testatuista koulutuksista oikeilla jäljillä,
vai olisiko hyvä koulutus jotain ihan muuta?
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